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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Heavy trucks have long been the dominant mode of freight transport in North America, carrying
an estimated 62 percent of the total value of freight in 2006 and accounting for most of the
growth in the values of North American freight between 1996 and 2006. While the number of
trucks involved in fatal crashes has decreased over the past twenty years and the number of
heavy trucks involved in injury crashes has decreased over the past ten years, the numbers are
still high, and the unique characteristics of heavy trucks make them particularly susceptible to
single-vehicle crashes due to rollover and jackknife. Research examining electronic stability
control systems on passenger vehicles and light trucks and vans suggests a dramatic reduction in
the number of certain crashes caused by jackknife and rollover, but little research has been
published on the potential safety benefits of electronic stability systems for heavy trucks.
The primary objective of this research project was to assess the effectiveness of tractor electronic
stability control systems on heavy trucks in terms of reducing the incidences of rollovers and
jackknifes. This study was completed using the NADS-1, a high-fidelity full motion simulator
instrumented with a functioning 1999 Freightliner Century Class cab with an Eaton Fuller 9
speed transmission. A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) solution was developed in partnership with
Meritor WABCO to integrate commercial stability control systems into the simulation
environment. The experiment is a split plot; the between-subjects independent variable is ESC
Condition. Five study drives were completed by each participant; these drives were divided into
two distinct groups: those designed to induce the potential for a rollover utilizing a high
coefficient of friction roadway, and those designed to induce the potential for a jackknife using a
low coefficient of friction roadway.
Overall, potential benefits were found for both the RSC and the RSC+YSC systems under
differing conditions for helping drivers maintain vehicle control. It was observed that the
performance of both systems was highly dependent on driver’s speed. RSC showed strong
reductions of rollovers in geometry-based situations such as tight curves and exit ramps.
Additionally, drivers with the RSC+YSC system were six times more likely to avoid a jackknife
than were drivers without a system when encountering similar conditions at event onset. The
performance of the RSC+YSC in preventing rollovers was more mixed due in large part to the
higher velocities present in those events for drivers in this study using this system. There was
also an unexpected benefit for RSC in reducing jackknifes on the ramp, although the severity of
jackknifes, when they occurred, was greater.
It was also determined that speed during the event was a significant factor in predicting rollovers
and jackknifes regardless of the presence or absence of a system. In general, the presence of a
stability control system allowed the drivers to successfully negotiate the events at higher speeds
than they would have been able to without. The RSC system proved to be more effective than
the RSC+YSC system on the curve events, even on snow-covered roads due to greater reductions
in speed. However, when a jackknife did occur, the yaw control applied by the RSC+YSC
system was far more effective at keeping the tractor-trailer on or near the road during emergency
maneuvers.
It appeared that the systems were most effective at providing beneficial interventions in the
scenarios that were based on road geometry (curve, dry exit, snow exit). These types of events
seemed to provide the greatest opportunity for system benefit due to the gradual nature of their
iii

onset. In these events, the drivers gradually approached the activation threshold, allowing the
system to intervene and counteract the conditions leading to a potential jackknife or rollover. On
the other hand, the systems were not as effective in the emergency scenarios. The emergency
events (right and left incursion) provided a greater challenge to the systems due to the aggressive
steering and braking inputs on the part of the driver, resulting in highly dynamic vehicle stability
changes. It appeared that the drivers with smoother steering and braking inputs were better able
to either prevent or recover from a jackknife, providing an argument that driver training is still
necessary, and cannot be replaced by advanced technologies.
The study results point out further areas of investigation: Why, on occasion, does the RSC+YSC
system not activate until high levels of lateral acceleration are already present? The distinctly
different activation levels between the RSC and RSC+YSC system begs the question of what is
an appropriate level of lateral acceleration or yaw rate for the maneuvers used in this study?
The ability of these systems to adapt to different equipment combinations and trailer loads and to
robustly provide the intended safety benefits remains a difficult challenge for the industry, as is
evidenced by the widely varying performance of the two systems used in the study. The stability
control systems evaluated in this study were designed to prevent rollover and jackknife in tractor
trailers and hold promise for reducing the number of lives lost as well as the cost of damaged
property and lost inventory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Heavy trucks (trucks with a gross vehicle weight greater than 10,000 pounds) have long
been the dominant mode of freight transport in North America, carrying an estimated 62
percent ($534 billion) of the total value of freight in 2006 and accounting for most of the
growth in the values of North American freight between 1996 and 2006 (Sprung, 2007).
Accordingly, the trucking industry has experienced significant growth, with the number
of registered heavy trucks increasing by 26 percent from 1995 to 2005, and the miles
traveled by heavy trucks increasing by 25 percent over the same time period (Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration, 2007).
While the number of trucks involved in fatal crashes has decreased over the past twenty
years (5,153 trucks in 1985 down to 4,932 in 2005), and the number of heavy trucks
involved in injury crashes has decreased over the past ten years (84,000 trucks in 1995
down to 82,000 in 2005), the numbers are still high. 5,212 fatalities and 114,000 injuries
were attributed to single- and multi-vehicle crashes involving heavy trucks, comprising
nearly 12 percent of all fatalities and 4 percent of all injuries in motor vehicle crashes in
2005 (Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, 2007). Because of the integral role
heavy trucks play in US commerce, crashes pose not only a threat to safety, but also an
economic burden for trucking companies and the businesses that rely on the trucking
industry to transport commercial, industrial, and consumer goods.
The unique characteristics of heavy trucks – their size, weight distribution, articulation,
and varying types of freight carried – make them particularly susceptible to single-vehicle
crashes due to rollover and jackknife. In their analysis of fatal heavy truck crash
statistics, Moonesinghe et al. (2003, 41) found that a speed limit of 55 mph or higher,
poor road conditions due to weather, and road curvature significantly increase the chance
for rollover and jackknife, yet there is a converse relationship between harmful events
and the size and weight of the truck and trailer. Their analysis shows that the heavier the
truck and cargo, the more prone the truck is to rollover, but that the weight serves as a
deterrent for jackknife. On the other hand, the odds for jackknife increase with the
increase in the length of the truck and trailer (from a single to a double or triple trailer),
while the odds for rollover decrease.
According to the FMSCA (2007), in 2005, single-vehicle crashes involving heavy trucks
comprised 19 percent of all fatal crashes, 14 percent of all injury crashes, and 30 percent
of all property-damage-only crashes. The majority of first harmful events involving
heavy trucks in each of the crash types – fatal, injury, and property-damage-only – were
collisions with a vehicle in transport; yet, analyses of single-vehicle crashes show that the
majority of injury crashes involving heavy trucks are attributed to rollover (46 percent).
When comparing rollover rates in injury crashes across vehicle types, heavy trucks
experienced the highest rollover rate, 9.9 percent (NHTSA, 2006, 64). Less significant
than rollovers, in 2005, the number of heavy trucks involved in crashes with the
occurrence of jackknifing was 7.1 percent for fatal crashes, 3.5 percent for injury crashes,
and 2.1 percent for property-damage-only crashes (NHTSA, 2006, 78).
The increased presence of heavy trucks on North American roadways, combined with a
significant number of fatal, injury, and property-damage-only crashes and the unique
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characteristics of heavy trucks and heavy truck crashes, suggests that attention should be
paid to developing interventions to crash-imminent situations of particular relevance to
heavy trucks. Recent research documenting the substantial safety potential of electronic
stability systems for passenger vehicles points to one such technological intervention.
Electronic stability systems are safety control systems designed to help the driver
maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. These systems use sensors to detect
when the motion of the vehicle differs from that indicated by the driver’s inputs, and then
control individual brake pressures at each wheel, as well as override authority over the
engine throttle and engine retarder in order to correct the vehicle’s path prior to the onset
of loss-of-control (jackknife) or rollover. Throughout we shall use the term loss-of
control (LOC) to refer to jackknife events, rather than rollovers.
Research examining electronic stability systems on passenger vehicles and light trucks
and vans suggests a dramatic reduction in the number and severity of certain crashes
caused by jackknife and rollover. According to the NHTSA final rule regarding ESC
implementation in light vehicles, studies conducted by NHTSA and others consistently
support the estimate that ESC reduces single-vehicle crashes by at least one third in
passenger vehicles (USDOT NHTSA, 2007, 39). For example, Dang (2007) attributes
electronic stability control with the reduction in fatal run-off-road crashes, such as
rollover, for passenger cars (36 percent reduction) and light trucks and vans (70 percent
reduction), and the decline in rollover involvements in fatal crashes of 70 percent in
passenger cars and 88 percent in light trucks and vans. Fatal single-vehicle crashes not
involving pedestrians, bicyclists, or animals also experienced a reduction of 36 percent in
passenger cars and 63 percent in light vehicles and vans due to ESC. Farmer (2006, 323)
places the risk reduction for single-vehicle crashes due to electronic stability control
higher, at 41 percent, with a reduction in fatal crash risk for single vehicles of 56 percent.
According to his analysis, electronic stability control is most effective in preventing
multi-vehicle fatal collisions for cars when driving on wet roads or curves at any speed,
whereas electronic stability control in SUVs appears to be most effective in avoiding
multiple-vehicle fatal crashes only on high-speed roads (Farmer, 2006, 323-4). Using
2004 crash statistics, Farmer estimates that 10,000 fatal crashes could be avoided if all
vehicles were equipped with electronic stability control.
As Dang (2007, 54) notes, while there is variation in the findings regarding the
effectiveness of ESC, all studies report significant improvement in drivers’ abilities to
negotiate the imminent potential of a jackknife or rollover with the use of ESC in
passenger cars, SUVs, and other light trucks and vans. Can the same be said for heavy
trucks? Little research has been published on the potential safety benefits of electronic
stability systems for heavy trucks, but those that have suggest similar improvements.
Pape et al. (2007) found that electronic stability systems decrease rollover rates in cargo
tanks, where 1 in 5 rollovers were attributed to cornering at excessive speeds. Analyzing
simulation results, the authors provide a conservative estimate of 53 percent of rollovers
prevented as a result of excessive speeds in curves with the use of electronic stability
systems (Pape et al., 2007, 70). Electronic stability systems were also the most costeffective intervention studied, compared with improved and increased driver training, or
improved vehicle or road design (Pape, 2007, 60).
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The primary objective of this study, funded by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, was to estimate the extent to which heavy trucks may benefit from ESC
systems, in light of recent results for passenger vehicles and more limited research on
large trucks. Since crash data for heavy trucks does not lend itself to an analysis of the
impact of ESC, this study will collect data with representative scenarios in an effort to
characterize system response and driver behavior using stability control.
The specific types of ESC simulated in this study were Roll Stability Control (RSC) and
Yaw Stability Control (YSC) in the following combinations: no ESC, RSC, and RSC +
YSC. Throughout this document, the acronym ESC, for electronic stability control, shall
be used to refer to the use of any type of stability control system; and may not correlate
with the use of acronyms by any other entity. ESC type and scenario are the independent
variables in this study. ESC type is a between-subject variable, while scenario type is a
within-subject variable. Each participant experienced five scenarios in addition to a
familiarization drive.
The study used the NADS heavy truck cab and dynamics model. A common 6x4 tractor
configuration was selected for this test. The simulation included the tractor pulling a fully
loaded 53-foot box semi trailer.

Figure 1 Freightliner tractor cab in the NADS-1 dome
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2 OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this research project was to assess the effectiveness of tractor
electronic stability control systems on heavy trucks. Specifically:


Were drivers more able to avoid jackknifes and/or rollovers when operating a
heavy truck equipped with Tractor Roll & Yaw Stability Control (RSC+YSC)), or
Tractor Roll Stability Control (RSC than drivers without these systems?

In addition to the primary objective, a number of secondary objectives were also
evaluated. One secondary objective was to assess the impact on areas of driver
performance that are not directly linked to the stability control system, such as the ability
to avoid collisions. Another secondary objective was to assess the range of speeds for
each event for which the stability control systems were effective. Relative to these
secondary objectives, the following question will be answered:


Were driver more able to avoid collisions when operating a heavy truck equipped
with Tractor Roll and Yaw Stability Control (RSC +YSC), or Tractor Roll
Stability Control (RSC) than drivers without these systems?
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3 METHOD
3.1 Introduction
Data collection for the NHTSA Heavy Truck Electronic Stability Control Effectiveness
Study at the NADS began in November 2007 and ran through January 2008. Several
questions came up while doing the data analysis after the initial run of participants in
early 2008. Consequently, a review of the simulation environment was performed and
submitted to NHTSA (Post Study Technical Review, N08-007). Subsequent to that
review, NHTSA commissioned the NADS to run an add-on data collection after an
additional period of technical development. Additionally, engineers from NHTSA visited
the NADS and performed extensive validation testing (Appendix O). That add-on study
ran in June and July 2008. The final data analysis will consider baseline runs from the
original data collection, while RSC and YSC+RSC drives from the add-on study will be
used. This arrangement gives NHTSA the greatest possible confidence that the systems
under study were performing accurately and reliably.
Both within and between participants approaches were considered for comparison of the
system; however it was determined that due to the surprise nature of the planned events,
it would not be possible to expose drivers to the same event repeatedly in order to
compare performance for the different system within the same driver. As a result,
increased focus was placed on obtaining a homogeneous pool of drivers. Inclusion
criteria were chosen to exclude inexperienced drivers that could confound the results.

3.2 Participants
Sixty participants with a Class A Commercial Drivers License (CDL-A) completed
participation in this study, with twenty participants assigned to one of three conditions
(baseline, RSC, RSC+YSC). As stated above, participants in the baseline condition
completed data collection in January 2008; participants in the RSC and RSC+YSC
conditions completed data collection in July and August 2008. Two people enrolled in
the study did not complete participation: one was dropped due to technical difficulties
with the simulator, and one was replaced due to an error in one of the study drives. The
participants needed to meet minimum experience criteria (described in the next section)
so that driving skill would not bias the results.
3.2.1

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

To participate in this study, potential participants needed to meet the following criteria:







possession of a valid, unrestricted, Class A Commercial Drivers License (CDL-A)
minimum of 6 months experience after obtaining CDL-A
average of at least 2000 miles per month over the last 6 months
good general health
age between 22 and 55
pass a visual exam testing for color-blindness
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3.2.2

Recruitment Method

Several methods were used for identifying potential participants for this study.


Trucking Companies: Several local trucking companies, such as Wal-Mart,
Heartland Express, Westside Transportation, and CRST, were contacted via email
or telephone with details about the study. Many of these companies assisted in
recruitment of a previous heavy truck study. Each company was asked to notify
their drivers about the study and the need for drivers. Study flyers (Appendix A)
were sent to each company for distribution to their drivers. Companies posted the
flyers in break rooms and meeting rooms, put them in pay checks, sent emails,
and even sent out a CB call to their drivers. Communication was maintained
throughout the study to inform the companies of how many more drivers were
needed.



Flyers at various locations: NADS received approval from the Iowa Department
of Transportation to place advertising boxes at any or all of the 40 Iowa rest stops
on Iowa’s interstates. To facilitate recruiting, six advertisement boxes were placed
at rest areas in the vicinity of the NADS facility. The boxes included several
hundred study flyers. Flyers were also posted in the indoor kiosk at rest areas
across the state. Two additional advertisement boxes full of study flyers were
placed at truck stops in the area.



Database: The NADS database of potential participants was utilized for
recruitment of this study. Several drivers called to participate in a previous truck
study, but were not able to participate for various reasons. At that time, they were
added to the database and were contacted to participate in the current study.



Distribution at trucking gatherings: Members of the NADS team made
connections with several trucking companies and potential participants by
attending three events geared toward truck drivers: the Iowa Motor Truck Driving
Championships, the Walcott Truckers Jamboree, and the Iowa Motor Truck
Management Conference. During these events, information about the National
Advanced Driving Simulator and their work with Heavy Truck Research was
explained. Volunteers signed up for the recruitment database and were later called
to participate in the study. The trucking companies interested in getting involved
with the recruitment of their drivers were added to the list of company contacts
and later were contacted.



Radio Advertisements: To generate a response from local drivers, radio
advertisements (Appendix B) were placed on local country and AM radio stations.

3.3 Apparatus
3.3.1

NADS

The study was completed using the NADS-1, a high-fidelity full motion simulator located
at the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) facility at The University of Iowa.
The NADS-1 was instrumented with a functioning 1999 Freightliner Century Class cab
with an Eaton Fuller 9-speed transmission. The tractor-trailer modeled is a 1992 GMC
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truck manufactured by Volvo GM Heavy Truck, model WIA64T, and a 1992 Fruehauf
trailer, model FB-19.5NF2-53. A validation of the truck and tractor model was published
by NHTSA and is included in Appendix N (Salaani et al., 2003). A further validation of
the model with stability control is documented in Appendix O. The cab was mounted
inside the 24-foot dome. Four hydraulic actuators attach to the cab, producing vibrations
emulating road feel. The dome is mounted on a yaw ring that can rotate the dome about
its vertical axis by 330 degrees in each direction. The X-Y assembly produces lateral and
longitudinal accelerations by moving about a 64-foot by 64-foot bay. The motion system
provides the driver with realistic motion cues that allow the driver to feel acceleration,
braking, and steering, as well as experience extreme maneuvers generally associated with
critical driving events. The visual system consists of eight Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
projectors that project visual imagery to the inside of the dome. The imagery wraps 360
degrees around the driver. Higher resolution is utilized in the forward field-of-view to
accommodate better feature recognition and reduce eye fatigue. Additionally, the
passenger side mirrors were replaced with size-matched LCD screens in order to
accurately display the view in those mirrors. All scenery is updated and displayed 60
times per second. The audio subsystem consists of speakers inside and outside the cab,
which provides sound for wind, tire, engine, vehicle noise, passing traffic, and other
environmental noises. During the simulation, the semi-tractor was pulling a simulated
fully loaded 53-foot box semitrailer.
3.3.2

Stability Control

A hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) system was developed in partnership with Meritor
WABCO, who provided their RSC and RSC+YSC hardware for integration into the
NADS simulation environment. A summary of the Meritor WABCO stability systems is
shown in Figure 2. We refer to system A in the figure as RSC, and to system B as
RSC+YSC. Systems C and D were not tested in this study.
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Figure 2 Meritor WABCO stability system summary table
3.3.2.1 Tractor Roll Stability Control
The Meritor WABCO RSC system continually checks the lateral acceleration of the
tractor and compares it to a critical threshold where rollover may occur. When the
critical threshold is met, RSC intervenes by engaging the engine retarder, while
automatically applying drive axle and trailer brakes. Theoretically, RSC control is a
subset of the ESC control system. The RSC system does not need to sense steering wheel
angle or yaw rate.
3.3.2.2 Tractor Yaw and Tractor Roll Stability Control
The combination of yaw and roll stability control is realized in the Electronic Stability
Control (ESC) system from Meritor WABCO. RSC+YSC combines rollover prevention
with directional stability providing added jackknife prevention, as well as spinout and
driftout control. This system senses lateral acceleration, steering wheel angle, and yaw
rate, in addition to standard ABS sensors for wheel speed and engine parameters. Apart
from the rollover prevention functionality of the RSC system, the RSC+YSC system
additionally monitors the driver’s input with the steering wheel sensor and compares its
predicted yaw rate against the sensed yaw rate. When a tractor understeer or oversteer
condition is detected, a jackknife is sensed and selective braking is commanded to create
a yaw moment on the tractor. Thus, there can be significant differences between the yaw
rate during a jackknife with and without the system, what we refer to as LOC and nonLOC yaw rates in the results section.
8

In this study, RSC stability control is not merely a subset of RSC+YSC stability control.
The two systems use different versions of firmware and operate differently in many
subtle ways. For example, the RSC+YSC system has parameters that learn and adapt
over time, while the RSC system parameters do not.

3.4 Overall Experimental Design
The experiment was a split plot (i.e., combination between and within subject design).
The between-subjects independent variable was ESC Condition. There were three levels
of ESC, which represent the different configurations that were being tested. There were
20 subjects per ESC condition. The within-subject independent variable was Scenario
Event. Additionally, the order of the test was included in the statistical model as a
between-subjects variable. Order had six levels. Appendix C details the participant
assignment matrix and run order.
Because the scenario events used to evaluate the system are distinct from each other, but
that repeated performance on a single scenario event would result in change in driver
behavior, it was decided that scenario event could be treated as a within-subject variable
but that ESC condition would need to be a between-subject variable due to the within
event learning that could reasonably be expected.
3.4.1

Scenarios

There were five experimental study drives completed by each participant. These drives
can be divided into two distinct groups. The first group was designed to induce the
potential for a rollover but could also result in a road departure. These drives took place
on dry pavement. These events are discussed briefly below:


Incursion right event – driver encounters a vehicle that pulls onto the roadway,
causing the driver to go around the incurring vehicles by steering into the
oncoming lane, where the driver encounters oncoming traffic that requires a lane
change back to the original lane.



Decreasing radius curve – driver encounters a decreasing radius curvature for
which the driver is traveling at too great a rate of speed. The curve has a road
bank of 3%.



Dry exit ramp – driver takes an exit ramp too fast. The bank of the dry exit is 2%

The other two drives were designed to induce the potential for a jackknife but could also
result in a road departure. These drives took place on snow-covered pavement. Snowcovered pavement was chosen to reflect a surface with a low coefficient of friction of 0.3
in value. Tractor-trailers are most vulnerable to jackknifes on snowy roads. These events
are discussed briefly below:


Incursion left event– driver encounters a vehicle that pulls into the driver’s lane,
causing the driver to go around the incurring vehicles by steering onto the
shoulder, requiring a counter steer.



Snow exit ramp– driver takes an exit ramp too fast. The snow exit ramp has a
bank angle of 2%.
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The familiarization drive, incursion right, decreasing radius curve, and dry exit ramps
were completed on Dry Surface Pavement, whereas the incursion left and the snow exit
ramp were completed on Snow-Covered Pavement. Detailed scenario specification can
be found in Appendix D.

3.5 Procedure
Potential participants were contacted via telephone (Appendix F) and were given
information regarding the study, including: study purpose, study procedures, the time
commitment involved, and the compensation provided for participating. Those
participants who remained interested in the study were asked a series of driving and
health questions. If participants met all of the screening criteria, they were scheduled for
an appointment.
Participants were then given eye exams that tested their color vision, contrast sensitivity,
and visual acuity (Appendix H). Participants who identified at least four numbers out of
eight on the color vision test continued in study. Participants identifying less than four
numbers were dropped from the study. Participants eligible to continue in the study were
shown a presentation on the computer (see Appendix I) that provided a brief description
of the electronic stability control system, an introduction to the simulator cab, and an
explanation of the study. The participants then were asked to read a description of the
incentive system (Appendix J).
After completing the briefing session, participants were directed to take a seat in the
simulator and were provided with brief instructions for the drives before they
commenced. Participants were asked to complete a familiarization drive and five study
drives. Their drive time in the simulator was approximately one hour. An experimenter
sat in the passenger seat of the cab to ensure participants’ safety while driving and exiting
the simulator. Each participant drove in only one of the three study conditions: baseline,
RSC, or RSC+YSC. Each scenario lasted approximately 4-7 minutes, and the participant
was given specific instructions on target speed, lane usage, etc. before each scenario. A
complete description of each scenario can be found in Appendix D. Before leaving the
facility, participants were instructed not to share the details of the study with future
participants (Appendix K).
Participants were informed that researchers would collect two types of data while they
drove: engineering data and video data. The In-Cab Protocol script can be found in
Appendix L.

3.6 Data Collection
Four questions are addressed in the reported results. The dependent variables for each
research question come from simulator data collected during the drives. Appendix E
describes the variables included in the simulator data. The raw data collected from the
simulations can be categorized into six types.


RSC or RSC+YSC system variables (ex: activation)



Driver input variables (ex: steering, gear, pedals)



Cab variables (ex: physical brake pressures)
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Motion system variables (ex: head point acceleration)



Scenario variables (ex: collision, lane deviation)



Road information (ex: surface types)



Vehicle dynamics variables (ex: accelerations, velocities, orientations)

These variables provide detailed information that is required in the data reduction. There
was enough data collected to also support future analyses of expanded scope. The
analysis of the impact of RSC and RSC+YSC on jackknife and/or rollover included
dependent variables derived from the reduced simulator data, described in Appendix E.
Binary values in the reduced simulator data were generated, indicating tractor and trailer
rollover when the tire weight of any wheel went to zero. Both tractor and trailer rollovers
were calculated, and tractor values were used for the purposes of data analysis.
Similarly, LOC for both the tractor and trailer from the simulator data was calculated, and
the tractor values were used in the data analysis. Additionally, to better understand the
rollover events, load transfer ratio, maximum absolute value of lateral acceleration, and
maximum deceleration were calculated.
The analysis of the drivers’ ability to avoid collisions again used dependent variables
from the reduced simulator data. The method for generating the binary occurrence of
collision variables is described in the Data Reduction section of Appendix E.
Speed ranges for optimum system effectiveness analysis used dependent variables from
the simulator data of tractor and trailer rollover, and tractor trailer LOC combined into
composite rollover and LOC variables. Binary variables of RSC+YSC activation and
RSC activation from the simulator data were also used. These variables are described in
the Data Reduction section of Appendix E.

3.7 Statistical Analysis
Three primary means of statistical analysis were conducted on the reduced data. For the
analysis of binary data—i.e., jackknifes (LOCs) and rollovers—the system conditions
were compared independently versus the baseline condition using the Fisher’s Exact test.
Fisher’s Exact test is used to test association between rows and columns in a 2x2
contingency table. This test is used in place of the Chi-Square test when expected values
in any of the cells are small and the row and column totals can be considered fixed
(Conover, 1999). Results for this analysis are reported as (p-value, Fischer’s Exact
Test).
For parametric data, the General Linear Model (GLM) procedure was used to analyze the
data (SAS Institute, 2004). The GLM procedure fit a linear model of the data using the
least squares method, which can be used to conduct an analysis of variance to determine
significance of the effects in the model. GLM is generally preferred when, as is the case
with most simulator data sets, the data set is unbalanced. Results for this type of analysis
are reported as (F(degrees of freedom for the numerator, degrees of freedom for the
denominator) = F-value, p-value).
The final method used was Logistic Regression to estimate the odds ratios for the system
benefit (SAS Institute, 2004). This function is used for the prediction of the probability
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that a given event occurs based on a set of predictor variables. In this case, the event is
either a jackknife or a rollover. The odds ratio reflects the odds of an event occurring in
one group compared to another group when taking into consideration the effect of all
predictor variables that have been included in the model. Predictor variables that were
included for these types of analyses were: system, velocity, trailer yaw, tractor yaw,
articulation angle, and steering rate. Results for this type of analysis are reported as
(Wald Chi-Square value, p-value).
The T-test is used for certain explanatory analyses where there appears to be a difference
of interest between conditions. Results will be presented as (t(degrees of freedom) = tvalue, p-value). For all tests, the significance was set for a type 1 error rate of less than
0.05 (p<0.05).
3.7.1

Finalizing the data set

For all statistical analyses, prevention of LOCs and rollovers, and number of collisions,
situations existed where the system activation was not consistent with the purpose of the
analysis. There were a small number of drives in which either the RSC or RSC+YSC
systems were present but did not activate at all and there was a rollover or jackknife.
There were also instances where the RSC or RSC+YSC system activated too late. “Too
late” was defined as drives in which the system activated and the lateral acceleration at
first activation of the system was greater than 0.35 g. These two situations create
essentially a baseline condition with no possibility of benefit from the system.
Additionally, there were drives for which there was rollover or jackknife where the
RSC+YSC system activated, but did not activate either the brakes or the engine retarder
in an appropriate manner. This situation consisted of roll events in which either the
number of roll brake activations or the number of roll engine activations was zero, and
jackknife (yaw) events in which either the number of yaw brake activations or number of
engine yaw activations was zero. For the three situations defined above, the data for
those drives was excluded from the analyzed data set for the experimental questions
concerning ability to avoid rollover or jackknife and ability to avoid collisions, as they
were deemed faulty simulations rather than actual faults of the stability control system.

3.8 Limitations of the Experimental Approach
To provide context for the statistical findings associated with this research, it is
appropriate to define the limitations of the experimental approach.
1. A minimal travel speed at the onset of the event was required in order to
provide the system an opportunity to provide a benefit. To help facilitate a
more thorough evaluation of the system rather than just collecting large
amounts of data on driver behavior, participants were instructed and given
an incentive to maintain their speed within a window of ±3 mph around
the speed limit. Although this allowed provided a cleaner comparison
between systems through minimization of bias associated with travel
speed, it did restrict our ability to look at the speed range over which the
systems provide a benefit.
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2. As with all studies where the primary comparison is a between participant
comparison, special care is required to avoid bias to the sample. As
discussed in the introduction to the Method Chapter, the participant
sample was constrained to only include drivers who are active drivers
averaging at least 2000 miles per month. Additionally, once recruited,
these experienced drivers were randomly assigned to one of the three
stability control systems. Even though numerous steps were taken to
prevent any bias in the results, it is still possible that there could be
idiosyncrasies in driving style and speed between participants in the
system groups that partially confounds differences between groups;
however, based on the safeguards employed, any effect is expected to be
minimal.
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4 RESULTS
4.1 Range of Speeds and Response
4.1.1

Introduction

The study was designed to provide a relatively consistent speed at the onset of each
event. In order to gauge the consistency of driver speed and any potential impact on
outcome, a geometric point just prior to each event was defined at which to measure a
selection of variables. This point was picked just before system activation occurred so
that natural driver speeds could be considered. The point of interest (POI) in each
condition was chosen with knowledge of where the rollovers and jackknifes actually
occurred. The definition of these POIs are given in Table 1in relation to the event
logstream points T1 and T2, which are defined in the data reduction specification (see
Appendix E) and documented in the scenario specification (see Appendix D). The
pictures here show the truck at the approximate location of the POI. The POI locations
are also plotted on the path plots in Section 4.5.
Table 1: Points of interest (POI) by event
Event

POI Location

Right

50 meters after
T1

Curve

130 meters after
T2

Picture
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Dry Exit

350 meters after
T2

Left

50 meters after
T2

Snow
Exit

150 meters after
T2

It should be noted that there are cases in which the RSC system activates before the
defined POI. Therefore, the speed at the POI in the RSC condition can be interpreted to
be a combination of the driver’s intent and the RSC system mitigation. In other words, if
a roll did not occur with RSC just after the POI, it could be because of an intervention
that occurred or began previously.
Figure 3 shows that the tractor trailer is decelerating more at the POI on the snow exit in
the RSC condition. The explanation for this is likely because the RSC system has
activated at some point previous to the POI, and has a head start on mitigating the speed
of the vehicle. The activation region indicated in Figure 43(b) supports this notion. A
more in-depth discussion addressing wheel lock-up is presented in Appendix O-D.
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Figure 3 Average snow exit longitudinal acceleration at POI
To facilitate discussion of the speeds at the event POI, the review will be divided in terms
of events designed to result in rollovers, and events designed to result in jackknifes.
As can be seen in Table 2, for 90% percent of all events, participants were traveling
within the desired speed range. The range of speeds for each event is summarized in
Table 3. The breakdown of speed for each event in references to rollovers and jackknifes
are discussed in the following sections.

Target
Speed

Baseline

RSC

RSC+YSC

Within Out of
Range Range

Within Out of
Range Range

Within Out of
Range Range

Curve

35

16

4

18

2

15

5

Rollover
Events

Dry Exit

30

14

6

18

2

18

2

Right
Incursion

55

16

4

18

2

20

0

Jackknif
e Events

Table 2. Distribution of participants within 5 miles of target speed

Snow Exit

30

14

6

17

3

14

6

Left
Incursion

55

18

2

19

1

18

2
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Table 3. Speeds (mph) at POI for each event
Baseline
Speed

RSC

RSC+YSC

Min
Speed

Average
Speed

Max
Speed

Min
Speed

Average
Speed

Max
Speed

Min
Speed

Average
Speed

Max
Speed

27.34

34.19

42.15

28.61

33.84

38.13

29.32

36.08

42.12

30

22.03

31.31

36.14

23.49

31.37

34.19

25.98

32.81

36.65

45.51

56.33

61.23

47.67

56.24

60.02

50.23

57.22

59.78

14.88

29.00

35.44

24.18

29.10

32.91

22.96

30.21

35.47

38.90

56.47

60.04

52.65

57.66

60.22

51.87

57.73

60.40

Rollover
Events

35

Dry Exit

Jackknif
e Events

Curve

Snow Exit

30

Left
Incursion

55

Right
Target Incursion

55
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4.1.2

Rollover

The 18 baseline drivers who succeeded on the curve had an average POI speed of 33.7
mph. The two who rolled over had POI speeds of 35.6 and 42 mph. The design speed
for the curve event was 35 mph.
There were no rolls in the RSC curve drives, and the average POI speed was almost 34
mph, which matches the POI speed of the baseline curve completions. There is a three
mph difference in the mean POI speeds of the curve rolls and non-rolls in the RSC+YSC
condition. Nine curve drives resulted in rolls, compared with 11 successful completions.
The mean POI speed of the RSC+YSC curve rolls is slightly under the baseline speed,
while the RSC+YSC speed for the completions is about 1.5 mph above the baseline
condition. All speed differences for the curve event are illustrated in Figure 4. It is clear
from this that most drivers entered the curve event near the desired speed.

Figure 4 Average curve speed at POI across conditions
The difference in the average POI speeds between rolls and non-rolls for the baseline dry
exit drives is significant, indicating that a 35 mph speed will cause a rollover most of the
time. The posted truck speed was 35 mph.
There were no RSC dry exit rollovers; and the average POI speed was almost 31 mph,
which matches the POI speed of the baseline curve completions. None of those drives
had POI speeds over 35mph.
There is a distinct three mile-per-hour difference between the POI speeds for the dry exit
rolls and the non-rolls with the RSC+YSC system. While the average speed for the rolls
matches the corresponding speed in the baseline condition, the speed for the non-rolls is
two miles-per-hour higher than in the baseline. All speed differences for the curve event
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are illustrated in Figure 5. As with the curve event, observed speeds were consistent with
expectations.
No significant difference was found between the POI speeds for the baseline right
incursion drives. The average speeds were approximately 55 mph and consistent with the
posted speed limit of 55 mph (see Figure 6).

Figure 5 Average dry exit speed at POI across conditions

Figure 6 Average right incursion speed at POI across conditions
4.1.3

Jackknife

There was a significant difference between the average POI speeds of the snow exit
drives with LOC (jackknife) and those without (see Figure 7). There was a significant
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difference(t(10.4)=4.95, p=0.0005) between the ten baseline drivers who lost control and
had an average speed of 33 mph, and the ten baseline drivers who did not lose control and
had an average speed of only 25 mph. The posted truck speed limit for this event was 35
mph.
A significant difference of about 3.6 mph is seen between the average POI speeds of the
snow exit LOC drives and the non-LOC drives in the RSC condition (t(18)=6.08,
p<0.0001). There were four of the former and 16 of the latter. The average LOC speed
is close to the baseline; but the average non-LOC speed is more than 3.5 mph higher than
the baseline.
A significant difference of about 5 mph is seen between the average POI speeds of the
five snow exit LOC drives and the 15 non-LOC drives in the RSC+YSC condition
(t(17.8) = 4.28, p=0.0005). The average LOC speed is close to the baseline; but the
average non-LOC speed is about 4 mph higher than the baseline, indicating a potential
benefit of the RSC+YSC system.
Overall, the speeds were generally in the 25 to 35 mph range anticipated for this event.

Figure 7 Average snow exit speed at POI across conditions
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Figure 8 Average left incursion speed at POI across conditions
There was not a significant difference in the mean POI speeds of the left incursion drives
that were jackknifes and those that did not lose control, as can be seen in Figure 8. The
posted speed limit for this event was 55 mph. It is interesting to note that the highest
mean speed is for the RSC+YSC LOC drives, while the lowest is for the Baseline NonLOC drives. There was one POI speed in the Baseline Non-LOCs at 39 mph that
contributes to the lower mean and larger confidence interval. Hypothetically removing
that point would increase the mean by about one mph and create a clear separation in the
confidence intervals between the Baseline Non-LOC and RSC+YSC LOC drives. It is
not known why drivers, on average, drove slower in the baseline condition than in the
other two.

4.2 System Activation
Did the RSC and RSC+YSC system activate appropriately and behave as expected?
4.2.1

Rollover

4.2.1.1 RSC
Throughout the results section, the analyses are based on the mean values of the data sets,
while the vertical lines accompanying each plotted mean display the 95% confidence
interval of the data set. Additionally, only selected data from each condition are
displayed in plots. Data were plotted only if they showed interesting distinctions of some
kind, whether significant or not. It is not possible to determine from the data if any
particular drive would have resulted in a rollover if the RSC system had not activated.
The RSC system activated at an average lateral acceleration of 0.24 g on the curve and
0.23 g on the dry exit for both roll and non-roll drives. The activation level was slightly
higher in the right incursion rolls than in the non-rolls; but the 95% confidence level of
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the rolls encompasses the non-roll activation level as well (see Figure 9). Note that the
number of points in each data set is shown in parentheses in the legend of the chart.

Figure 9 Right incursion RSC activation levels
The lateral acceleration decay is measured from the first activation time after passing the
geometric point of interest (POI) for the event (see Table 1). Figure 10 shows that out of
20 drives, 15 had system activation but no rollover (desired behavior), 4 had system
activation but rolled over (undesired behavior), and one did not activate the system.
The rollover drives exhibit a significant increase in acceleration, something not seen in
the non-roll drives. As can be seen in Figure 10, there is a significantly greater lateral
acceleration at 1.5 seconds (t(17)=4.40, p=0.0004) and 2.0 seconds (t(17)=3.05, p =
0.0073) after the activation for the roll drives. Even the non-roll drives show that the
acceleration increases some after an initial decay. The reason for this is likely the
steering reversals the driver goes through to get back into the right lane and regain
control. The data shows that the system could not prevent a rollover if the lateral
acceleration at system activation was, on average, 0.28 g.
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Figure 10 Right incursion acceleration decay
4.2.1.2 RSC+YSC
System activation can be broken down for RSC+YSC systems into rollover protection
(ROP) brake, ROP engine, yaw control (YC) brake, and YC engine activations. The
charts that show this breakdown list the number of points in each of the four datasets in
the chart legend. It is not necessary that the sums add up to 20 drives because some did
not have system activation due to proper speed mitigation and generally more cautious
driving.

Figure 11 Curve RSC+YSC activation levels
There is a significant difference of about 0.05 g between the overall activation levels of
the roll and non-roll drives for the curve with RSC+YSC (see Figure 11). This difference
is expanded to almost 0.1 g in the ROP brake activation, with a 0.05 g difference in the
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ROP engine activation level (see Figure 12). Seven out of nine curve rolls had overall
activation levels over 0.35 g. This means they may have simply activated too late to
prevent wheel liftoff, and thus the roll. Moreover, all of the nine curve rolls had brake
activation levels greater than 0.35 g.

Figure 12 Curve algorithm activation levels
The lateral acceleration decays for the curve show a steadily decaying acceleration level
in the non-roll drives and a more unpredictable decay profile with acceleration increases
for the roll drives (see Figure 13).

Figure 13 Curve lateral acceleration decay
There was no difference in the overall activation levels or engine activation levels
between the rolls and non-rolls for the dry exit drives (see Figure 14). The activation
levels were approximately 0.33 g. The brake activation level for the roll drives was a
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little higher, at 0.36 g. Of the 16 non-roll dry exit drives, only six had RSC+YSC system
activations, and only one of those had an ROP brake activation. This is due to the speeds
at which the drivers navigated the exit ramp. Average speeds with confidence intervals
are summarized in Section 4.1.1 above.

Figure 14 Dry exit lateral algorithm activation levels (Note: There was only one non-roll
for ROP brake)
The lateral acceleration decay for the non-roll dry exit drives show a steadily decaying
level of acceleration, while the roll drives show an initial increase in the acceleration
level, followed by a precipitous drop in the level (see Figure 15). The increase in
acceleration from activation is typical of the roll drives.

Figure 15 Dry exit lateral acceleration decay
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The right incursion event is unique in that both the ROP and YC algorithms activated
during the event. There were two rolls in the right incursion with the RSC+YSC system.
There was no system activation in one of those cases. The other had a high activation
level of 0.36 g (see Figure 16). The non-roll drives had a lower activation level of less
than 0.3 g. Of the 18 non-roll drives, 10 had overall system activations. Four had ROP
brake and engine activations, four had YC brake activations (three of the same that had
ROP brake activations, and one different), and 10 had YC engine activations (see Figure
17).
It is interesting to note that neither of the two drives with rollover had YC algorithm
activation. It is not known why the YC did not activate, nor whether the correlation with
rolls indicates a cause-and-effect relationship.

Figure 16 Right incursion RSC+YSC activation levels
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Figure 17 Right incursion algorithm activation levels (Note: There was only one roll each
for ROP brake and ROP engine)
The lateral acceleration decays for the roll and non-roll drives both show increasing
trends in the acceleration levels; but only the roll drives had levels that exceeded the level
at activation (see Figure 18). The unusual decay profile with a rising trend can be
explained by the counter-steering input the driver must do to get back into the right lane
and regain control of the tractor trailer.

Figure 18 Right incursion lateral acceleration decay
4.2.2

Jackknife

4.2.2.1 RSC
The RSC system did activate on the snow-covered roads, and the level of lateral
acceleration at which it activated was higher in the jackknife drives than in the completed
drives by 0.02 g (see Figure 19). Note that LOC refers to jackknife in the text and
figures. The 95% confidence intervals overlap by about 0.001 g.
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Figure 19 Left incursion RSC activation levels
Non-LOC RSC brake activation reduced yaw rate sufficiently to maintain control of the
vehicle (see Figure 20). For the LOC drives, the RSC brake activation was not sufficient
to reduce yaw rate, though it did saturate at about one second. The flat decay profile
indicates saturation and that RSC brakes did not affect the jackknife in the yaw plane.

Figure 20 Left incursion RSC yaw rate decay
Non-LOC yaw rate was controlled to keep the tractor-trailer stable, while the LOC yaw
rate continued increasing. Moreover, the RSC brakes did not affect the rate of increase.
The 95% confidence intervals show a significant difference between the yaw rates of the
LOC and non-LOC drives at two seconds after activation.
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Figure 21 Snow exit RSC yaw rate decay

4.2.2.2 RSC+YSC
There was not a significant difference between the lateral acceleration or yaw rate at
RSC+YSC activation between the LOC and non-LOC drives in the left incursion (see
Figure 22). The yaw rate decay after RSC+YSC activation shows decay in both the LOC
and non-LOC drives; however, the LOC drives are characterized by an initial increase in
yaw rate. The presence of yaw rate decay is in contrast with the RSC condition, in which
yaw rate remained level after an initial increase.

Figure 22 Left incursion RSC+YSC yaw rate decay
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On the snow exit, the yaw rates at activation are significantly higher for the LOC drives
(see Figure 23). The level of YC brake activation is even higher, at 21 deg/s (see Figure
24).

Figure 23 Snow exit RSC+YSC yaw rate activation levels

Figure 24 Snow exit algorithm yaw rate activation levels
The yaw rate decay for the RSC+YSC system on the snow exit ramp shows a greater
decay for the non-LOC drives (see Figure 25). This difference was significant at 1
second (t(10)=3.73, p = 0.0039), 1.5 seconds (t(10)=4.27, p = 0.0016), and 2 seconds
(t(10)=3.19, p = 0.0097) after activation. Even in the LOC drives, the yaw rate does not
continue to rise as it did with the RSC system, indicating that the system is still
mitigating the yaw, just not to a sufficient degree.
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Figure 25 Snow exit yaw rate decay

4.3 Impact of RSC and RSC+YSC on Jackknife and/or Rollover
Is there an improvement in the driver’s ability to prevent jackknifes (LOCs) and /or
rollovers when a heavy truck is equipped with Tractor Electronic Stability Control
(RSC+YSC), or Tractor Roll Stability Control (RSC) compared to baseline performance
without these systems?
4.3.1

Prevention of Rollovers

4.3.1.1 RSC
There were significantly fewer rollovers with the RSC system than without (p=0.025,
Fisher’s Exact Test) in the Curve and Dry Exit events.
Figure 26 is a graph of the percentage of rollovers in the Curve and Dry exit drives
combined. When looking at the two geometry-based events, there were rollovers 5 out of
39 cases without the system and 0 out of 40 with the system. There was no statistical
difference in the number of rollovers during the Right Incursion associated with system.
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Figure 26 Percentage of rollover in curve and dry exit drives, RSC and Baseline
compared
To better understand the impact of RSC on preventing the situations that can result in a
rollover, the load transfer (LTR), maximum absolute lateral acceleration (maxAy), and
maximum deceleration (maxAx) will be examined.

4.3.1.1.1 Load Transfer Ratio
The load transfer ratio of the semitrailer for the curve, dry exit and right incursion drives
is consistent with the rollover results. In both the Curve (F(1,37)=6.82, p=0.0129) and
Dry exit (F(1,38)=4.27, p=0.0455) events, the RSC results in lower levels of LTR
compared to the baseline data (see Figure 27). As with the number of rollovers, there
was no statistical difference for the Right Incursion Event. When only the cases where a
rollover does not occur are considered (see Figure 28), a benefit of the system is still
statistically observed for the Curve event (F(1,35)=4.24, p p=0.0469).
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Figure 27 Semitrailer load transfer in curve, dry exit, and right incursion drives, RSC and
Baseline compared
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0
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Figure 28 Semitrailer load transfer without rollovers in curve, dry exit, and right
incursion drives, RSC and Baseline compared

4.3.1.1.2 Maximum Lateral Acceleration
The difference in maximum lateral acceleration across all events with and without RSC
was significant only in the curve drive (F(1,37) =4.65, p=0.037) with there being a 19%
reduction with the presence of RSC (see Figure 29). However, there were no significant
differences in maximum lateral acceleration for the other events or when the rollovers are
removed from the analysis.
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Figure 29 Maximum lateral acceleration in curve, dry exit, and right incursion drives,
RSC and Baseline compared

4.3.1.1.3 Minimum Longitudinal Acceleration
Minimum longitudinal acceleration also shows a significant difference with and without
the RSC system in the curve (F(1,38)=56.63, p<0.0001) and dry exit (F(1,39)=33.43,
p<0.0001). There is a striking difference in the levels with and without RSC, shown in
Figure 30, where it can be seen that there is 3 times greater acceleration with the system
for those events. The results are quite similar when rollovers are removed for curve
(F(1,36)=48.84, p<0.0001) and dry exit (F(1,36)=30.09, p<0.0001), shown in Figure 31.

Figure 30 Minimum longitudinal acceleration for curve, dry exit, and right incursion
drives, RSC and Baseline compared
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Figure 31 Minimum longitudinal acceleration without rollovers for curve, dry exit, and
right incursion drives, RSC and Baseline compared

4.3.1.2 RSC+YSC
There was not a significant difference in rollovers with and without the RSC+YSC
system. The percentages of rollovers are shown in Figure 32. Without the system
present, drivers rolled over in 6 out of 53 cases, and with the system in 4 out of 47 cases.

Figure 32 Percentage of rollover in curve, dry exit, and right incursion drives, RSC+YSC
and Baseline compared
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4.3.1.2.1 Load Transfer Ratio
There were no statistically significant differences in Load Transfer Ratio when
comparing RSC+YSC system with baseline for any of the events, as shown in Figure 33.
Although not statistically significant, there was a trend to higher load transfer with the
RSC+YSC system for all events.
0.9

Load Transfer Ratio

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Baseline

0.4

RSC+YSC

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Curve

Dry Exit

Right Incursion

Figure 33 Load transfer in curve, dry exit, and right incursion drives, RSC+YSC and
Baseline compared

4.3.1.2.2 Maximum Lateral Acceleration
There were no statistically significant differences in maximum lateral acceleration with
and without the RSC+YSC system for any of the events. However, as seen in Figure 34,
the levels were higher with the RSC+YSC system in all drives.
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Figure 34 Maximum lateral acceleration in curve, dry exit, and right incursion drives,
RSC+YSC and Baseline compared

4.3.1.2.3 Minimum Longitudinal Acceleration
The differences in minimum longitudinal acceleration with and without the RSC+YSC
system were not statistically significant (see Figure 35). For the Right Incursion event, a
trend (F(1,27)=3.05, p=0.0920) of reduced deceleration appears to be emerging. This
trend shows a 25% reduction in the observed deceleration during the steering response.

Figure 35 Minimum longitudinal acceleration without rollovers for curve, dry exit, and
right incursion drives, RSC+YSC and Baseline compared
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4.3.2

Prevention of Jackknifes

4.3.2.1 RSC
There were significantly more negative outcomes in the form of jackknifes with the RSC
system than without in the left incursion (p = 0.0187, Fischer’s Exact Test). However,
there are significantly fewer incidences of jackknifes on the snow exit with the system
than without (p=0.0386, Fischer’s Exact Test). Figure 36 and Figure 37 are graphs of the
percentage of jackknife both with and without the system for the left incursion and snow
exit drives, respectively.

Figure 36 Percentage of jackknife in left incursion drive, RSC and Baseline compared

Figure 37 Percentage of jackknife in snow exit drive, RSC and Baseline compared
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For the Left Incursion, jackknifes occurred 3 out of 20 times without RSC but 11 out of
20 times with the RSC system. For the Snow Exit, jackknifes occurred 10 out of 20
times without RSC but only 4 out of 20 times with the RSC system.

4.3.2.2 RSC+YSC
While the incidences of jackknife with the RSC+YSC system were not significantly
different with and without the RSC+YSC system (Figure 38), there was, a statistically
significant difference for the odds ratio (Wald Chi-Square = 4.4231, p=0.0355) for the
Snow Exit event. In the Snow Exit, when the initial conditions of speed, steering, and
yaw are considered, participants with the RSC+YSC system were 6.02 times more likely
to avoid jackknifing than those without the system..

Figure 38 Percentage of jackknife in left incursion and snow exit drives, RSC+YSC and
Baseline compared

4.4 Is there an improvement in number of collisions?
Although it is not a primary benefit of the system, there might be some peripheral benefit
to the additional control that might lead to a reduction in collisions. Collisions are a
relevant outcome in the left incursion and right incursion drives only due to the presence
of the incursion vehicles and surrounding traffic. There is no opportunity for collision
with other vehicles in the curve, dry exit, and snow exit drives.
The number of collisions with and without RSC was not significantly different in the
drives overall or in the left and right incursion drives individually. Without the system
there were collisions in 8 of 40 cases, and with the system there were collisions in 10 out
of the 40 cases.
As with RSC, the number of collisions with and without RSC+YSC was not significantly
different in the left and right incursion drives. Without the system there were collisions
in 8 of 40 cases, and with the system there were collisions in 12 out of the 38 cases.
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4.5 Collective Trajectory Plots
An overall picture of system activations during the study drives can be gleaned by
plotting all tractor-trailer paths, along with all system activations on a common figure
(see Figure 39 - Figure 43). This has been done for each event for the Baseline, RSC,
and RSC+YSC conditions. Blue lines mark the vehicle paths through the event. Heavy
green lines indicate system activation, and red ‘X’s indicate rollovers and jackknifes.
The clusters of black stars mark the locations of the points of interest (POI) used in the
speed results, Section 4.1. Observe that the POI points are not all perfectly coincident in
the left and right incursions. The analysis should not be sensitive to their exact location
since the speed variability before the event is very small.

(a) Baseline (2 rolls in 20)

(b) RSC (4 rolls in 20)

(c) RSC+YSC (2 rolls in 20)
Figure 39 Right incursion collective paths
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(a) Baseline (2 rolls in 20)

(b) RSC (0 rolls in 20)
Figure 40 Curve collective paths
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(c) RSC+YSC (9 rolls in 20)

(a) Baseline (3 rolls in 20)

(c) RSC+YSC (4 rolls in 20)

(b) RSC (0 rolls in 20)

Figure 41 Dry exit collective paths
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(a) Baseline (3 LOCs in 20)

(b) RSC (11 LOCs in 20)

(c) RSC+YSC (2 LOCs in 20)

Figure 42 Left incursion collective paths
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(a) Baseline (10 LOCs in 20)

(b) RSC

(c) RSC+YSC

Figure 43 Snow exit collective paths
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Rollover
The RSC system provided both a statistical and a functional benefit in avoiding rollovers
on curves. Drivers with the system were able to avoid all rollovers associated with
change in geometry, whereas in almost 15% of the cases without the system, a rollover
occurred. This is particularly important because, on such curves, it is not unusual for the
driver to be unaware that the trailer has begun to roll until it is too late for the driver to
prevent the inevitable. For these same types of situations, the load transfer was 15%
higher without the system than when RSC was present. This indicates that drivers with
the system experienced significantly less lateral acceleration, meaning that the RSC
system slowed the vehicle to a more appropriate velocity on the curve, allowing for more
successful outcomes. Specifically, the system activated at lateral acceleration levels of
approximately 0.24 g for these events, which is considered a conservative setting for the
RSC system, but in the end, this setting was highly successful in preventing rollovers
without any observed disbenefits during the roll events.
The RSC+YSC system did not demonstrate a statistically significant benefit in preventing
rollovers on the curves. Significance was difficult to achieve because of the low number
of rolls in the Baseline condition. Overall, the activation level of the RSC+YSC system
was higher than the RSC, triggering at approximately 0.33 g. Figure 4 and Figure 5
show slight increases in sustainable speed from the Baseline to the RSC to the RSC+YSC
conditions. This may be an indicator of the benefit of having the systems; however, the
differences fall within the 95% confidence intervals. It may just be that the drivers in this
experimental condition were going too fast with the RSC+YSC system to realize its
benefits.
A review of the collective path plots in Section 4.5 shows that the RSC system was active
over a much greater region than the RSC+YSC system. The RSC system was able to
mitigate the vehicle speed from entry into the curve all the way through to the end.
There were several instances on the curve where the activation levels of the RSC+YSC
system were abnormally high. Several of the drives on the curve recorded retarder
activation at a lateral acceleration above 0.35 g, and brake activation at above 0.4 g. The
reason for the prevalence of these cases on the curve is not known.
Neither system provided a benefit in the emergency maneuver used in the study. The
speeds at event onset were similar for the system and the baseline drives. One promising
trend was that there was less longitudinal deceleration required for the RSC+YSC system
in order to achieve the same outcome. For the RSC system, there were no observed
differences with the baseline.

5.2 Jackknife
As discussed in the results section, for the RSC+YSC system when the initial event
conditions are considered, drivers were six times more likely avoid a jackknife when
encountering a change in roadway geometry, such as on the snow-covered exit ramp.
Even though this did not clearly emerge from the raw numbers of jackknifes with and
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without the system, this is an important finding showing that under similar initial
conditions a significant RSC+YSC system benefit would be expected. The speed
analysis reveals a trend of higher sustainable speeds on the snow exit with the system
than without.
It appeared that the RSC system was helpful when attempting to avoid a jackknife on the
snow exit. The same trend of higher sustainable speeds is present with the RSC system
as with the RSC+YSC system, and there were statistically fewer jackknifes in those
scenarios.
A review of the collective path plots in Section 4.5 shows that the RSC system was active
over a much greater region than the RSC+YSC system. The RSC system was able to
keep the speeds within a manageable range starting earlier in the event.
The emergency maneuver on snow revealed interesting results about the RSC system.
Jackknifes occurred 11 out of 20 times with the system and only 3 out of 20 times
without it. A deeper analysis reveals interesting comparisons between the two systems.
First consider the Left Incursion collective path plots in Figure 39. The paths of
jackknifes diverge from the road radically with the RSC system and, less so, in the
Baseline condition. The best path tracking is found with the RSC+YSC system, even in
the cases where there was a jackknife. This is supported by the yaw rate decay plots for
the two systems shown in Figure 20 and Figure 22. The RSC system did not provide yaw
rate reduction in the drives with jackknifes.
On the other hand, the RSC+YSC system does help to mitigate the yaw in the tractortrailer by reducing the yaw rate, even in the cases classified as jackknifes. Moreover, the
greater incidence of jackknifes with the RSC system than without during the emergency
maneuver suggests that the system may somehow be interfering with the driver’s ability
to manually maintain control over the tractor trailer. It could be that the brake
modulation somehow prevented the driver from asserting control through the steering
wheel. It was seen in the results (seeFigure O.27, Figure O.29, Figure O.32, and Figure
O.34) that both ABS and ASR regulation were active in the RSC system during the snow
exit and left incursion scenarios, and trailer wheels did lock up.
Now apply the same thinking to the snow exit, on which the RSC system seems to
provide a benefit. Consider the yaw rate decay plots for each system, shown in Figure 21
and Figure 25. It is clear on the snow exit that the RSC system provided no yaw
stabilization at all when there was a jackknife. The RSC+YSC system is able to provide
much greater yaw control, even in the drives with jackknifes. It seems that the RSC
system was effective on the snow exit because its aggressive lateral acceleration trigger
level of 0.24 g is below the level needed to start a jackknife. However, in the cases
where there is a jackknife, the RSC+YSC system is much better at mitigating the yaw
and yaw rate than the RSC system.
There were two false rollovers on the snow exit with RSC+YSC that occurred because
the driver left the road on the inside of the curve and then tried to re-enter the road,
causing a loss of terrain in the database. These were not counted as rollovers in the
analysis.
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5.3 Vehicle Dynamics and System Tuning
Every simulation model has limitations, and it is important to understand where those
limitations may have been encountered in the study. We discuss two potential limitations
related to the vehicle dynamics and its interaction with the stability systems. The first is
a known limitation, while the second is a potential limitation.
First, the fidelity of the heavy truck model is limited by the rigid formulation of the
model components. The major limitations are the lack of torsional compliance in the
fifth wheel and the lack of frame flexibility in the tractor. The tractor-trailer model is still
valid for doing relative comparisons between the various study conditions.
Second, the RSC and RSC+YSC systems are not simply “plug-and-play” devices, able to
be installed in any tractor trailer interchangeably, although the RSC system requires
much less tuning than the RSC+YSC, which must be configured with a variety of vehicle
parameters. Indeed, it is necessary for a technician to configure the system to the truck
by setting parameters related to the wheel size, wheelbase, etc. Every effort was made to
ensure that the hardware was configured with the proper settings before delivery to the
NADS. Additionally, the tractor trailer model and its associated subsystems were created
with the highest fidelity possible within the constraints imposed by real-time simulation,
and all the required signals were supplied to the system hardware-in-the-loop (HIL).
Extensive testing and validation using standard maneuvers was performed to ensure
proper operation of the simulation environment. Nevertheless, there are unexpected
study results that have yet to be explained. One is the set of high activation levels of the
RSC+YSC system on the curve event. Another is the disparity between the aggressive
activation levels of the RSC system and the higher levels in the RSC+YSC system. The
two systems are quite different, using different inputs and different versions of firmware,
so it is entirely possible that those differences fully explain the study results. It is,
however, also possible that less-than-optimal tuning of the system to the model is
responsible.
A phenomenon observed during development illustrates the fact that all signals can be
correctly connected and unexpected behavior may still occur. Some test drives in which
system activation did not occur were traced back to the way in which the driver shifted
through the gears. Somehow shifting in an unrealistic manner thwarted the mass
estimation algorithm in the hardware, changing the system operation in an unknown
fashion. It was because of cases like these that a daily system verification procedure was
developed (see Appendix O-A). It may be hypothesized that the mass estimation
algorithm, or some other facet of the firmware, may be sensitive to driving style, thus
altering the desired activation of the system (see for example Figure 4 and Figure 11).
The fact that there appeared to be wheel lockup during some jackknifes may also indicate
a parameter tuning issue (seeFigure O.29). However, given that the trailer braking
command is uniformly applied to all trailer tires, it may be working correctly since it does
control the slip on the left side.
Regardless of the issue of optimal tuning, the study has presented a clear and drastic
comparison of two systems that have different levels of activation: one that is aggressive
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at mitigating the speed throughout an entire curve, and one that is set to come on only in
more severe circumstances.

5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Drivers in this study were asked to maintain speed in a critical range for each event where
the system was capable of providing a benefit. Within this limited range, there were clear
differentiations on when LOC or rollover would and would not occur: the higher the
speed within this critical range, the more likely a negative outcome would occur, and the
more aggressive the system, the higher the initial velocity could be while still preventing
the LOC or rollover. The implication is that the system’s main goal must be to reduce the
vehicle speed in order to prevent a negative outcome. That is the primary reason why the
RSC system proved to be more effective than the RSC+YSC system on the curve events,
even on snow-covered roads. However, when a jackknife did occur, the yaw control
applied by the RSC+YSC system was far more effective at keeping the tractor-trailer on
or near the road during emergency maneuvers; and the RSC system actually seemed to
interfere with the driver’s attempts at maintaining control during the emergency
maneuver on snow.
It appeared that the systems were most effective at providing beneficial interventions in
the scenarios that were based on road geometry (curve, dry exit, snow exit). These types
of events seemed to provide the greatest opportunity for system benefit due to the gradual
nature of their onset. In these events, the drivers gradually approached the activation
threshold, allowing the system to intervene and counteract the conditions leading to a
potential rollover or LOC. This benefit seems largely independent of driver behavior,
with the exception of speed entering the event. Both systems tested worked with a
variety of driver trajectories through these events, but were unable to prevent a negative
outcome when the driver’s speed was too great at the onset of system activation, thus
creating a lateral acceleration too great for the system to overcome in the short window of
time before a rollover or jackknife would occur.
However, the systems were not as effective in the emergency scenarios. The emergency
events (right and left incursion) provided a greater challenge to the systems due to the
aggressive steering and braking inputs on the part of the driver, resulting in highly
dynamic vehicle stability changes. The most dangerous part of the avoidance maneuver
seen in these events was the counter-steer input of the driver required to re-enter the
desired lane and avoid oncoming or stationary vehicles. The swing of the trailer inertia in
the emergency situation on dry road proved very difficult to overcome with the control
authority available to the systems. Likewise, the threshold condition for jackknife onset
was very difficult to avoid as the driver tried to change direction, although the RSC+YSC
system was effective at managing the evolution of the jackknife. Empirically, it appeared
that the drivers with smoother steering and braking inputs were better able to either
prevent or recover from a jackknife. It can be argued, then, that the optimal environment
for tractor-trailer operation on snowy roads is a well-trained and experienced driver in a
truck equipped with a yaw-stability control system.
The study results point out further areas of investigation. There were several cases of
abnormally high activation levels with the RSC+YSC system on the curve, which has a
sharply tightening radius requiring a fairly sharp steering input to follow the road.
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The distinctly different activation levels between the RSC and RSC+YSC system begs
the question of what is an appropriate level of lateral acceleration or yaw rate for the
maneuvers used in this study? The tuning requirements and adaptive nature of the
RSC+YSC stability control system suggests questions about the sensitivity of the system
effectiveness to parameter variations or inaccuracies. For example, the mass estimation
algorithm in the system might not provide repeatable results for each run.
Stability control systems designed to prevent rollover and jackknife in tractor-trailers
hold promise for reducing the number of lives lost as well as the cost of damaged
property and lost inventory.
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APPENDIX A: FLYER

A-1

APPENDIX B: RADIO ADVERTISEMENT
The National Advanced Driving Simulator at the University of Iowa, Oakdale Campus, is
currently inviting Class A Commercial Drivers to participate in a driving research study
examining the effectiveness of electronic stability control on heavy trucks.
CDL-A drivers with at least 6 months driving experience are invited to participate.
If you are available for a one - 2 hour visit, and would like to help support safety research
on our roadways, please call: 319-335-4719.
You will be paid for your time and effort.
Call Today 319-335-4719

B-1

APPENDIX C: SUBJECT/RUN MATRIX
Table C.1 shows the subject and run matrix. The run order is shown in Table C.2.
Table C.1 Subject matrix (gray subjects are replacement subjects)
Participant
Number

Condition

Order

Participant
Number

Condition

Order

Participant
Number

Condition

Order

1

Baseline

1

131

RSC

1

161

RSC+YSC

1

2

Baseline

2

132

RSC

2

162

RSC+YSC

2

3

Baseline

3

133

RSC

3

163

RSC+YSC

3

4

Baseline

4

134

RSC

4

164

RSC+YSC

4

5

Baseline

5

135

RSC

5

165

RSC+YSC

5

6

Baseline

6

136

RSC

6

166

RSC+YSC

6

7

Baseline

1

137

RSC

1

167

RSC+YSC

1

8

Baseline

2

138

RSC

2

168

RSC+YSC

2

9

Baseline

3

139

RSC

3

169

RSC+YSC

3

10

Baseline

4

140

RSC

4

170

RSC+YSC

4

11

Baseline

5

141

RSC

5

171

RSC+YSC

5

12

Baseline

6

142

RSC

6

172

RSC+YSC

6

13

Baseline

1

143

RSC

1

173

RSC+YSC

1

14

Baseline

2

144

RSC

2

174

RSC+YSC

2

15

Baseline

3

145

RSC

3

175

RSC+YSC

3

16

Baseline

4

146

RSC

4

176

RSC+YSC

4

17

Baseline

5

147

RSC

5

177

RSC+YSC

5

18

Baseline

6

148

RSC

6

178

RSC+YSC

6

21

Baseline

3

179

RSC+YSC

1

23

Baseline

5

180

RSC+YSC

2

25

Baseline

1

26

Baseline

2

27

Baseline

28
29
30

152

RSC

4

3

154

RSC

6

Baseline

4

155

RSC

1

185

RSC+YSC

1

Baseline

5

156

RSC

2

186

RSC+YSC

2

Baseline

6

157

RSC

3

187

RSC+YSC

3

158

RSC

4

188

RSC+YSC

4

159

RSC

5

189

RSC+YSC

5

160

RSC

6

190

RSC+YSC

6
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Table C.2 Order of drives
Drive Order
Number

Drive Order

1

Famil, 1Right, 2Curve, 3DryExit, 4Left, 5SnowExit

2

Famil, 1DryExit, 2Right, 3Curve, 4SnowExit, 5Left

3

Famil, 1Curve, 2DryExit, 3Right, 4Left, 5SnowExit

4

Famil, 1Right, 2DryExit, 3Curve, 4SnowExit, 5Left

5

Famil, 1DryExit, 2Curve, 3Right, 4Left, 5SnowExit

6

Famil, 1Curve, 2Right, 3DryExit, 4SnowExit, 5Left

C-2

APPENDIX D: SCENARIO SPECIFICATION
Introduction
The goal of this project is to assess the effectiveness of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) in various
accident scenarios when driving on dry and snow covered pavement. Electronic Stability Control (ESC) is
an active safety control system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. ESC systems have control over the individual brake pressures at each wheel, as well as
override authority over the engine throttle, all intended to correct the vehicle’s path at the onset of loss of
control. This study is designed to estimate the extent to which heavy trucks may benefit from ESC
systems, in light of recent results for passenger vehicles.
The specific types of ESC to be simulated in this study are Roll Stability Control (RSC) and Yaw Stability
Control (YSC). ESC type is the only independent variable in this study. Each participant will experience
five scenarios in addition to a familiarization drive.
The following are assumptions and decisions about how the final events will be presented to the
participants.


Participants will not get hands-on training on using the ESC systems before exposure to the
simulator.



Participants will be told that they are driving vehicles equipped with an ESC system.



Participants will get an educational briefing on the operation of the ESC system. The scope of this
briefing will be consistent with what a new vehicle buyer would receive from a dealer upon
delivery of their vehicle.



As part of the protocol or as part of the educational briefing (or during both), participants will be
reminded that in case of jackknife, they should not give up; rather they should try to drive out of
the situation by applying control inputs to the vehicle.



Participants will sign a release that allows unrestricted use of video footage after the study.

Virtual Environment Notes
All roads should be built with a shoulder whose traction, vibration, and audio characteristics are different
than the on-road pavement. This is to realistically simulate the various moments and the slippage that
occurs when some of a vehicle’s tires depart the roadway. The lanes are 12 feet wide, there is 1.9 feet of
road between the white line and the shoulder, and the shoulder is 11.5 feet wide. Beyond the shoulder,
there is an additional 75 feet of drivable terrain. Figure D-1 illustrates the pavement geometry.

D-1

Figure D-1 Road geometry.
Road Network
Figure D-2 shows a map of the road network used for this project.

D-2

Figure D-2 Map of road network
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Road Surface Types and Friction Coefficients
The road network has a mixture of friction coefficients used to simulate either dry or snow-covered roads.
Road Type

Surface Type Number

Coefficient of Friction

Normal road

10

0.85

Normal road shoulder

14

0.80

Normal road terrain

1

0.80

Snow covered road

100

0.30

Snow covered shoulder

140

0.30

Snow covered transition

101

0.30

Wet road

200

0.60

Wet shoulder

240

0.60

Wet road transition

201

0.60

Table D-1 Road types

Incentives
Drivers will be given incentives to maintain a constant velocity. A driver can earn a total $3.00 per drive
based on the percentage of time that the driver remains within, plus or minus, three mph of the target speed.
Figure D-3 shows the each scenario’s target speed, as well as the points at which incentive calculations
begin and end.
Scenario

Target
Speed

Incentive Calculation Begins
(Logstream2 = 1)

Incentive Calculation Ends
(Logstream2 = 0)

Curve

55 mph

60 seconds after driver begins moving

400 feet from 50 mph speed limit
sign, just before gradual right turn.

LeftIncursion

60 mph

70 seconds after driver begins moving

when parked, incurring vehicle is
created

RightIncursion

60 mph

70 seconds after driver begins moving

When incurring driveway vehicle is
created

SnowExit

65 mph

90 seconds after driver begins moving

When navigation message is played

DryExit

65 mph

90 seconds after driver begins moving

When navigation message is played

Figure D-3 Incentives
Logstream2 is used with the incentives calculation. When it is set to 0, speed limit incentives are not
calculated, when it is set to 1, they are.
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Common Performance Measures
Each scenario will be analyzed by computing common as well as scenario specific performance measures.
Whereas the scenario specific measures are listed within the individual descriptions, common measures are
listed below.

Measure

Range

Calculation Method

Rollover / LOC

Yes/No

Algorithmic (see algorithm description below)

Rollover / LOC

Yes/No

Inspection

Road Departure

Yes/No

Inspection

Collision

Yes/No

Inspection

Table D-2 Common performance measures
Rollover and Jackknife (LOC) Determination
Calculations to determine rollover and LOC are shown in the Data Reduction Measures document located
at:
\\Filer\nhtsa_truckesc\Tech\Main\Data Reduction Spec\ NHTSA_TruckESC_Main Data Reduction
Measures.doc

Collision Coding
Collisions with other vehicles are enumerated for each scenario. To provide better discrimination as to the
meaning of collisions, the reduced data contains individual indicators of collision with each other vehicle in
each scenario. Listed in Table D-3 are vehicles that could potentially be involved in a collision during an
event. Vehicles which are static objects also have their location listed.

Event

Vehicle (Location x,y)

SOL ID

Width

Length

Height

Curve

Blue Windstar, oncoming

43

7.5

12.0

5.0

Black Blazer, oncoming

2

5.65

15.275

5.36

Blue Audi, oncoming, which swerves
into driver’s lane

1

6.17

16.52

4.725

White Neon, pulling out into
swerving vehicle’s lane

35

5.625

14.32

4.575

Phone Truck, parked on driver side
shoulder (5,588, -3,412)

41

7.0

19.4

7.5

7.5

12

5.0

Left

Right

White Town Car, incurring
Red Neon, oncoming

35

5.625

14.32

4.575

Black BMW, oncoming

19

5.91

15.77

4.725

White Truckcargo_DAF, parked in
driveway (-6326, 5,649)

60

7.6

25.4

10.2

SnowExit

None applicable

NA

NA

NA

NA

DryExit

None applicable

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Table D-3 Event vehicles
Reaction Times Threshold
Scenario specific measures share a common methodology for determining accelerator pedal release, brake
presses, and time-to-collision.


Accelerator pedal release is the time when the accelerator pedal value drops below 5% (0.05) of
the full range.



The time for a brake press is when the pressure force exceeds 2.0.



Time to collision between the driver and another vehicle is always calculated by using a bumper to
bumper distance.

EVENT SPECIFICATION
Decreasing Radius Curve
This scenario involves the driver going around a left turn too aggressively and losing control due to overcorrection after entering a skid. Because it is not reasonable to expect that drivers will drive this
aggressively in the simulator, this event will be simulated by designing a curve whose curvature decreases
along its length. Drivers will be motivated to drive at what appears to be a reasonable speed for the curve
upon entry; however, the decreasing radius of curvature will put the driver into a much tougher situation
than its initial appearance indicates.
During the short drive between the start and the curve, there will be several vehicles that drive by on the
oncoming lane.

Decreasing Radius of Curvature Curve
Preparation:

The driver begins on a rural two lane highway with a 55 mph posted speed limit. After a
couple of minutes of drive, the driver approaches the turn. A 50 mph speed limit sign is
located before the right turn, and a 35 mph speed limit sign is located just before the
decreasing radius of curvature left turn.
The driver should negotiate the initial curve with no problem.
The driver then encounters the left curve. The decreasing radius of curvature is not visible
until after the driver is in the curve.

Actual event:

The driver enters the curve. It is assumed that entry will be at 35 mph.
Oncoming traffic prevents the participant from cutting the curve.

Cleanup:

The driver is asked to come to a stop after the curve, after passing the barrels.

Collision
Coding

Event Car

Car Name

Sol ID

Blue oncoming Windstar

EventOncoming1

43

Black oncoming Blazer

EventOncoming2

2

Event
Logstream

Logstream1 set to 0, at start.
Logstream1 set to 1, at 50 mph speed limit sign (1st warning sign).
Logstream1 set to 2, at 35 mph (2nd warning sign).
Logstream1 set to 3, approx 300 feet past the curve.

Event Onset

The driver enters the decreasing radius curve
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Incentives
Logstream

Logstream2 set to 0, at start.
Logstream2 set to 1, 60 seconds after driver begins to move (incentives turned on).
Logstream2 set to 0, 400 feet before 50 mph speed limit sign, just before gradual right turn
(incentives turned off).

Table D-4 Curve event
Figure D-4 illustrates the geometry to be used for this scenario. All radius of curvature figures are
measured to the road centerline.

Figure D-4 Curve departure layout

Right Incursion
The goal of this event is to force the driver to perform a double lane change at high speed. A vehicle
pulling out of a driveway attached to a road-side farm house combined with carefully timed on-coming
traffic creates the conditions for such a maneuver. The driver’s view of the car, pulling out from the
driveway, is blocked by a truck parked in that driveway.
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The driver will encounter

Right Incursion
Preparation:

The driver begins on a rural two lane highway with a 60 mph posted speed limit. After a
couple of minutes of drive, the driver approaches incursion location. The driver is
approaching a driveway from which a vehicle will pull out. The view of the vehicle is
blocked by a truck parked in that driveway.
A vehicle in the oncoming lane arrives at the incursion point approximately 7 seconds
after the driver. The spacing is such that the driver has enough time to perform the double
lane change without colliding with the oncoming vehicle.
There is a deep ditch, on the left shoulder, which prevents the driver from avoiding the
oncoming traffic by going off the shoulder on the left.
The posted speed limit is 60 mph.
The driver is motivated to go 60 mph or higher.

Actual event:

At a point when the drivers is 2.75 seconds from arriving at the driveway location, the
hidden parked vehicle pulls out from the right, into the right lane. The time to collision is
such that braking alone will not avoid the collision.

Cleanup:

Nothing specific

Collision
Coding

Event Car (Location)

Car Name

Sol ID

White Towncar pulling out

IncursionCar

42

Red oncoming Neon

OncomingBlocker

35

Black oncoming BMW

Blocker2

19

White Truckcargo parked in driveway

Driveway1

60

(-6326, 5,649)
Event
Logstream

Logstream1 set to 0, at start
Logstream1 set to 1, when incurring car is created, and starts pulling out
Logstream1 set to 2, when driver is approx 50 feet from incurring vehicle
Logstream1 set to 3, approx 300 feet beyond incursion point

Event Onset

White incursion vehicle pulling out (participant vehicle is 2.75 seconds away from the
incursion vehicle)

Incentives
Logstream

Logstream2 set to 0, at start
Logstream2 set to 1, 70 seconds after driver begins to move (incentives turned on)
Logstream2 set to 0, when incurring car is created (incentives turned off)

Table D-5 Right incursion event
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The right incursion event is illustrated in Figure D-5.

Figure D-5 Incursion from right

Left Incursion
The goal of this event is to force the driver to react to an incursion from the left and apply a significant
steering input while traveling at high speed. Oncoming traffic forced to veer onto the driver’s lane is the
motivator for the event. The event occurs upon a snow covered road surface.
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Left Incursion
Preparation:

The driver begins on a two-lane rural highway, crossing a heavily wooded area with
frequent oncoming traffic.
The posted speed limit is 60 mph and the driver is motivated to go 60 mph or higher.
Approx 3,000 feet before the event the road type changes to a snow covered roadway.
As the driver approaches the location of the event, one of the oncoming vehicles is tasked
to arrive at the event location at a fixed relative position to the driver.

Actual event:

Oncoming traffic is approaching a parked vehicle on the shoulder opposite to the driver’s
side. That vehicle begins moving and cuts off the oncoming traffic which is forced to veer
into the driver’s lane.

Cleanup:

Nothing specific

Collision
Coding

Event Car

Car Name

Sol ID

Parked Phone Truck, on driver’s shoulder

WithParked

41

Blue Audi which swerves into oncoming lane

OncomingSwerver

1

White Neon which pulls out in front of swerver

PullOutVehicle

35

(5,588, -3,412)

Event
Logstream

Logstream1 set to 0, at start
Logstream1 set to 1, when green Neon is created, and starts pulling out.
Logstream1 set to 2, when oncoming car begins to swerve into driver’s lane
Logstream1 set to 3, at sound which marks end of scenario

Event Onset

White Neon pulling out, created when driver is 6.75 seconds from incursion point
Blue oncoming Audi veering into participant’s lane, when driver is 5.25 seconds from
incursion point

Incentives
Logstream

Logstream2 set to 0, at start
Logstream2 set to 1, 70 seconds after driver begins to move (incentives turned on)
Logstream2 set to 0, when White Neon is created (incentives turned off)

Table D-6 Left incursion event
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Figure D-6 illustrates the left incursion.

Figure D-6 Left incursion

Dry Road Surface Exit Ramp
In this scenario the driver exits the freeway via a clover leaf. In the middle of the clover
leaf the driver is subjected to a potential rollover event.
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Dry Road Surface Exit Ramp
Preparation:

The driver begins in the right lane, on a rural divided four lane highway, with a 65 mph
posted speed limit. The driver is told to start. Vehicles are passing the driver in the left
lane. After a couple of minutes of driving, the driver approaches the exit ramp.

Actual event:

The driver enters the exit ramp. It is assumed that entry will be at approx. 35 mph.

Cleanup:

The driver is asked to come to a stop a short time after merging back onto the highway.

Collision
Coding

NA

Event
Logstreams

Logstream1 set to 0, at start
Logstream1 set to 1, 400 ft. before entering exit ramp
Logstream1 set to 2, upon entering the exit ramp
Logstream1 set to 3, at sound which marks end of scenario

Event Onset

The driver enters the exit ramp.

Incentives
Logstream

Logstream2 set to 0, at start
Logstream2 set to 1, 90 seconds after driver begins to move (incentives turned on)
Logstream2 set to 0, when navigation message is played (incentives turned off)

Table D-7 Dry road surface exit ramp
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Figure D-7 illustrates the geometry to be used for this scenario.

Figure D-7 Exit rollover
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Snow Covered Exit Ramp
In this scenario the driver exits the freeway via a clover leaf. In the middle of the clover
leaf the driver is subjected to a potential rollover event. The roadway is covered with
snow.
Snow Covered Exit Ramp
Preparation:

The driver begins in the right lane, on a rural divided four lane highway, with a 65 mph
posted speed limit. The driver is told to start. Vehicles are passing the driver in the left
lane. After a couple of minutes of driving, the driver approaches the exit ramp.

Actual event:

The driver enters the exit ramp. It is assumed that entry will be at approx 35 mph.

Cleanup:

The driver is asked to come to a stop a short time after merging back onto the highway.

Collision
Coding

NA

Event
Logstreams

Logstream1 set to 0, at start
Logstream1 set to 1, 400 ft. before entering exit ramp
Logstream1 set to 2, upon entering the exit ramp
Logstream1 set to 3, at sound which marks end of scenario

Event Onset

The driver enters the exit ramp.

Incentives
Logstream

Logstream2 set to 0, at start
Logstream2 set to 1, 90 seconds after driver begins to move (incentives turned on)
Logstream2 set to 0, when navigation message is played (incentives turned off)

Table D-8 Snow-covered exit ramp
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SCENARIO SPECIFICATIONS
There is only one event per scenario so the scenario and event names are the same. Specifications for each
event are given in section 0.

Scenario Maps
A map of the whole road network, showing the location of each event, is shown in Figure D-8. The
sections that follow give a more specific map of each scenario.

Familiarization

Figure D-8 Route map for familiarization

Right

Figure D-9 Route map for right incursion
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Curve

Figure D-10 Curve event route map
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Left

Figure D-11 Left route map
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Dry Exit

Figure D-12 Dry exit-ramp rollover
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Snow Exit

Figure D-13 Snow-covered exit-ramp rollover
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APPENDIX E: DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
The data collection requirements for the simulator are listed in Table E.1.
CSSDC = Change State Signal Data Collection, and indicates that data is collected only
when the state changes.
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Table E.1 Collected DAQ variables
Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Yaw control brake activation
Yaw control engine override
Roll control brake activation
Roll control engine activation
Accelerator pedal position

CAN_YC_Brake
CAN_YC_Eng
CAN_ROP_Brake
CAN_ROP_Eng
CFS_Accelerator_Pedal_Position

Auto Transmission Mode

CFS_Auto_Transmission_Mode

Brake pedal force
Brake pedal position
Clutch pedal position
Steering wheel angle
Steering wheel angle rate
Steering wheel torque
Pressure at FR ESC valve output
Pressure at FL ESC valve output
Pressure at RR ESC valve output
Pressure at RL ESC valve output
Brake pressure from pedal
Brake pressure from pedal
Brake pressure to trailer brakes
One when key is fully turned
One when key is turned on
One when range switch is up
Physical position of gear shifter
Physical position of gear shifter
One when splitter is forward

CFS_Brake_Pedal_Force
CFS_Brake_Pedal_Position
CFS_Clutch_Pedal_Position
CFS_Steering_Wheel_Angle
CFS_Steering_Wheel_Angle_Rate
CFS_Steering_Wheel_Torque
CFS_Tractor_ESC_Valve_Pressure1
CFS_Tractor_ESC_Valve_Pressure2
CFS_Tractor_ESC_Valve_Pressure3
CFS_Tractor_ESC_Valve_Pressure4
CFS_TractorF_Brake_Psi
CFS_TractorR_Brake_Psi
CFS_Trailer_Brake_Psi
CFS_TRANS_Crnk_Psh_Btn
CFS_TRANS_Igntn
CFS_TRANS_Rng_Swtch
CFS_TRANS_Shft_x_Pos
CFS_TRANS_Shft_y_Pos
CFS_TRANS_Spltr_Swtch

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
Normalized value between 1 and 0
-2 = Park
-1 = Reverse
0 = Neutral
1 = First
2 = Second
3 = Drive
4 = Overdrive
Pounds
Radians of actuator movement
Normalized value between 1 and 0
Degrees
Degrees/sec
Foot-pounds
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
Psi
Psi
Psi
0/1
0/1
0/1
-1.0 to 1.0
-1.0 to 1.0
0/1
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Collection
Freq
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
120 Hz

CSSDC

120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Handbrake position
Engine brake engaged/not

CFS_Trolley_Valve_Position
CIS_Engine_Brake_Status

Parking brake displacement

CIS_Parking_Brake_Displacement

Parking brake engaged/not
Tractor parking brake engaged/not
Trailer parking brake engaged/not
MIF mode
Angular velocity commanded at the
head point
Specific forces commanded at the
head point
Left front vibration acceleration,
commanded
Left rear vibration acceleration,
commanded
Right front vibration acceleration,
commanded
Right rear vibration acceleration,
commanded

CIS_Parking_Brake_Engaged
CIS_Tractor_ParkingB_Engaged
CIS_Trailer_ParkingB_Engaged
MIF_DebugLevel

1 = 2H
2 = 4H
3 = Neutral
4 = 4L
Generally defaults to 3 but
hardcoded to 1 for CTB
-1 = Reverse
0 = Neutral
1 = First
2 = Second
3 = Third
4 = Fourth
5 = Fifth
6 = Sixth
7 = Seventh
8 = Eighth
9 = Ninth
0.0 to 1.0
0 = not engaged, 1 = engaged
Normalized value between 1 and 0
0 - No displacement
1 – Full displacement
0 = not engaged, 1 = engaged
0 = not engaged, 1 = engaged
0 = not engaged, 1 = engaged
0-14

MIF_Head_Point_Angular_Velocities

Degrees/sec

MIF_Head_Point_Specific_Forces

G’s

MIF_LF_Vibr_Accel_Zdd

G’s

MIF_LR_Vibr_Accel_Zdd

G’s

MIF_RF_Vibr_Accel_Zdd

G’s

MIF_RR_Vibr_Accel_Zdd

G’s

Transfer case mode

CFS_Transfer_Case_Mode

Transmission Gear
*Note - The use of
“CFS_Transmission_Gear” and
“CFS_Auto_Transmission_Mode”
are mutually exclusive for one cab.

CFS_Transmission_Gear
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Collection
Freq

CSSDC

CSSDC

120 Hz
CSSDC
120 Hz
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

Definition
Achieved head point angular
velocity
Achieved head point specific forces
Left front vibration acceleration,
Feedback
Left rear vibration acceleration,
Feedback
Position Commanded – Hexapod
Pitch
Position Commanded – Hexapod
Roll
Position Commanded – Hexapod X
Position Commanded – Hexapod Y
Position Commanded – Hexapod
Yaw
Position Commanded – Hexapod Z
Position Commanded – Turntable
Position Commanded – X
Crossbeam
Position Commanded – Y carriage
Position Feedback – Hexapod Pitch
Position Feedback – Hexapod Roll
Position Feedback – Hexapod X
Position Feedback – Hexapod Y
Position Feedback – Hexapod Yaw
Position Feedback – Hexapod Z
Position Feedback – Turntable
Position Feedback – X Crossbeam
Position Feedback – Y carriage
Right front vibration acceleration,
Feedback
Right rear vibration acceleration,
Feedback
Increments every time the Audio
trigger fires
Whether collision detection is
enabled

Collection
Freq
120 Hz

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

MTS_Head_Point_Angular_Velocities

Degrees/sec

MTS_Head_Point_Specific_Forces

G’s
G’s

120 Hz
120 Hz

G’s

120 Hz

MTS_LF_Vibr_Accel_Zdd
MTS_LR_Vibr_Accel_Zdd

120 Hz

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_Pitch

Degrees

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_Roll

Degrees

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_X
MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_Y

Inches
Inches

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_Yaw

Degrees

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Hex_Z
MTS_Pos_Cmd_TT

Inches
Degrees

MTS_Pos_Cmd_X_Crossbeam

Inches

MTS_Pos_Cmd_Y_Carriage
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_Pitch
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_Roll
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_X
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_Y
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_Yaw
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Hex_Z
MTS_Pos_Feedback_TT
MTS_Pos_Feedback_X_Crossbeam
MTS_Pos_Feedback_Y_Carriage

Inches
Degrees
Degrees
Inches
Inches
Degrees
Inches
Degrees
Inches
Inches
G’s

120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

G’s

120 Hz

SCC_Audio_Trigger

Integer, begins simulation at 0

CSSDC

1 short
0 if disabled
1 if enabled

CSSDC

SCC_Collision_Det_Enable

MTS_RF_Vibr_Accel_Zdd
MTS_RR_Vibr_Accel_Zdd
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120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Number of objects that are colliding
with the ownship vehicle and are
present in the collision list

1 integer
Value range is from 0 to 10
If there are more than 10 objects that
are colliding with the ownship, only
10 will be recorded. Priorities are
given to objects that are on the list in
the previous frame.
1 integer

SCC_Collision_List_Size

How many collisions with the
ownship vehicle has taken place so
far
The sol ids of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship vehicle

120 Hz

SCC_Collision_Count
Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Collision_List_Size is n, only
the first n values in this array are
valid
Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Collision_List_Size is n, only
the first n values in this array are
valid

SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_SolId

The types of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship vehicle

SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_Type

SCC_DynObj_AudioVisualState
SCC_DynObj_ColorIndex
SCC_DynObj_CvedId

1 – trajectory follower (DDOs)
2 – vehicle (can be ADOs or static
objs)
7 – traffic signs
9 – obstacle
13 – walker
Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Collision_List_Size is n, only
the first n values in this array are
valid
2 integers
Integer 1 - 5
Integer ≥ 0

SCC_DynObj_DataSize

integer

SCC_DynObj_HcsmType

integer

The cved ids of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship vehicle
SCC_Collision_Det_Object

Bit mask of Audio and Visual states
Scenario object’s color index
Cved IDs of Scenario Objects
Indicates how many valid objects in
SCC_DynObj Array
Scenario object’s HCSM Type

Collection
Freq
120 Hz
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120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Headings of Scenario Objects
Name of scenario object
Position of scenario object
Roll and Pitches of Scenario Objects

SCC_DynObj_Heading
SCC_DynObj_Name
SCC_DynObj_Pos
SCC_DynObj_RollPitch

Sol IDs of Scenario Objects

SCC_DynObj_SolId

Velocities of Scenario Objects

SCC_DynObj_Vel

degrees
array of char
feet
degrees
Integer ≥ 0, it is the order in which
the different objects are listed within
the sol2.txt file
ft/s
An array of 9 floats
1st - identifier of object
-1 if none or error
0 if no ownvehicle

Lead vehicle follow data

Deviation from center of lane

2nd - distance to lead vehicle (in
feet)
3rd - bumper-to-bumper time to lead
vehicle (in seconds)
4th - bumper-to-bumper distance to
lead vehicle (in feet)
5th - time-to-collision (in seconds)
6th - lead vehicle velocity (ft/s)
7th – x coordinate of lead vehicle
8th – y coordinate of lead vehicle
9th – z coordinate of lead vehicle

SCC_Follow_Info

Array of 4 floats
1st:: -1 (on a crdr)
1 (on a lane)
0 (error)
2nd: offset from the center of
lane/corridor
3rd: width of lane (corridor’s width
is not reported)
4th: Lane/corridor CVED id

SCC_Lane_Deviation
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Collection
Freq
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values
1st float (Logstream1), 0 – 3,
scenario specific value relating to
closeness of driver to event.

Array of 5 floats

Over speed limit accumulation
Pitch of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
Roll of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
X position of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
Y position of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
Yaw of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
Z position of the driver, in scenario
coordinates.
Turntable position of the driver, in
scenario coordinates.
Crossbeam position of the driver, in
scenario coordinates.
Cariage position of the driver, in
scenario coordinates.
Total number of increments
collected at 60 Hz
The sol ids of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship trailer

Collection
Freq
120 Hz

2nd float (Logstream2), 0 or 1
0 = incentives off
1 = incentives on

SCC_LogStreams

SCC_Over_Speed_Limit

See section 0, for details on these
LogStreams.
Integer >= 0

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_Pitch

Degrees

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_Roll

Degrees

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_X

Feet

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_Y

Feet

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_Yaw

Degrees

SCC_Scen_Pos_Hex_Z

Feet

SCC_Scen_Pos_TT

Degrees

SCC_Scen_Pos_X_Crossbeam

Inches

SCC_Scen_Pos_Y_Carriage

Inches

SCC_Total_Speed_Limit

Integer >= 0

SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_SolId

Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size is n,
only the first n values in this array
are valid
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120 Hz
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

The types of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship trailer

Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size is n,
only the first n values in this array
are valid
SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_Type

1 – trajectory follower (DDOs)
2 – vehicle (can be ADOs or static
objs)
7 – traffic signs
9 – obstacle
13 – walker
Array of 10 shorts
If the value of
SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size is n,
only the first n values in this array
are valid
1 integer
Value range is from 0 to 10

The cved ids of the objects that are
colliding with the ownship trailer
SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Object

Number of objects that are colliding
with the ownship trailer and are
present in the collision list

If there are more than 10 objects that
are colliding with the trailer, only 10
will be recorded. Priorities are given
to objects that are on the list in the
previous frame.
1 integer

SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size

How many collisions with the
ownship trailer has taken place so
far
Under speed limit accumulation
Within speed limit accumulation

SCC_Under_Speed_Limit
SCC_Within_Speed_Limit

Type of surface the tire is upon

TPR_Surface_Tire_Friction_Ind

Collection
Freq
120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

120 Hz

SCC_Trailer_Collision_Count
Integer >= 0
Integer >= 0
0 – Intersections and drivable offroad
14 – Road
20 - Shoulder
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120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values
Road surface types are listed in

Road type that tire is on.

Collection
Freq
CSSDC

Road Type

Surface Type Number

Coefficient of Friction

Normal road

10

0.85

Normal road shoulder

14

0.80

Normal road terrain

1

0.80

Snow covered road

100

0.30

140

0.30

Snow covered transition

101

0.30

Wet road

200

0.60

Wet shoulder

240

0.60

Wet road transition

201

0.60

TPR_Surface_Type_IndSnow covered shoulder

Tires are listed from right to left,
and front to rear
Meant to be used by the audio
system, but currently not being used.
Used for surface defects in the road,
ie, seams.
Meant to be used by the audio
system, but currently not being used.
Current audio engine uses
TPR_Surface_Tire_Friction_Ind
Flag to enable/disable ABS system
Acceleration pedal position
backdrive
Brake file name
Brake pressure at each caliper
Chassis CG Acceleration
Chassis CG angular velocity
Chassis CG orientation

CSSDC
TPR_Tire_Surf_Obj_Type

NA

TPR_Tire_Surf_Type

NA

VDS_ABS_Operating_Flag

0 – ABS system disabled
1 – ABS system enabled

CSSDC

VDS_Acc_Pedal_Pos_Backdrive

NA

120 Hz

VDS_Brakefile_Name
VDS_Brake_Pressure
VDS_Chassis_CG_Accel
VDS_Chassis_CG_Ang_Vel
VDS_Chassis_CG_Orient

Standard.inp
Pa
Feet/sec*sec
Deg/sec
degrees

CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

CSSDC
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Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Chassis CG position
Chassis CG velocity
Current gear reported by dyna
Drive train speed
Drive train torque
ESC Status message

VDS_Chassis_CG_Position
VDS_Chassis_CG_Vel
VDS_Curr_Gear
VDS_Drive_Train_Speed
VDS_Drive_Train_Torque

feet
mph
-1 to 18
RPM
Ft-lbf
An array of 10 shorts
1 - ABS active

2 - ASR brake control active
3 - ASR engine control active
4 - ASR hill holder switch
5 - ASR off-road switch
6 - ABS off-road switch
7 - ATC/ASR lamp state
8 - ABS/EBS amber warning
lamp state
9 - ABS fully operational
10 - ABS Trailer warning lamp
state

VDS_ESC_EBC1

Engine control message

An array of 2 shorts

VDS_ESC_TSC1_E_CM

0–3
An array of 2 shorts

120 Hz
120 Hz

1 - Override Control Mode
2 - Requested torque/Torque
limit

VDS_ESC_TSC1_ER
Engine retarder control mode msg
ESC fault message
Eye point orientation in global
coordinate system
Eye point position in global
coordinate system
Angular velocity of head point
Head point specific forces

120 Hz

1 - Override Control Mode
2 - Requested torque/Torque
limit

VDS_ESC_TSC1_E
Engine control mode message
Engine retarder control message

Collection
Freq
120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC

VDS_ESC_TSC1_ER_CM
VDS_ESC_Fault

0–3
0/1

VDS_Eyepoint_Orient

Degrees

VDS_Eyepoint_Pos

feet

VDS_Head_Pt_Angular_Vel
VDS_Head_Pt_Specific_Force

Deg/sec
G’s
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120 Hz
CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz

Definition

NADS Var Name

Units/Values

Collection
Freq

VDS_Num_Grids

NA

CSSDC

VDS_Num_Tires

0 -10

CSSDC

Number of grids used for each
contact patch
Number of tires on vehicle
Commanded Steering Wheel
Torque
Braking torque at tires
Drive torque at tires
Tire rotational velocity
Tire slip angle
Tire slip ratio
Tire weight on wheels
Trailer CG Acceleration
Trailer CG angular velocity
Trailer CG orientation
Trailer CG position
Trailer CG velocity
Trailer origin position for NIX
Engine peak torque
Engine retarder peak torque
Engine revolutions per minute
Engine torque
Vehicle heading
Vehicle speed
Road wheel angle

VDS_Steering_Torque_Backdrive

Foot-pounds

120 Hz

VDS_Tire_Brake_Trq
VDS_Tire_Drive_Trq
VDS_Tire_Rot_Vel
VDS_Tire_Slip_Angle
VDS_Tire_Slip_Ratio
VDS_Tire_Weight_On_Wheels
VDS_Trailer_CG_Accel
VDS_Trailer_CG_Ang_Vel
VDS_Trailer_CG_Orient
VDS_Trailer_CG_Position
VDS_Trailer_CG_Vel
VDS_Trailer_Origin_Pos
VDS_Veh_Eng_Peak_Torque
VDS_Veh_Ret_Peak_Torque
VDS_Veh_Eng_RPM
VDS_Veh_Eng_Torque
VDS_Veh_Heading
VDS_Veh_Speed
VDS_Wheel_Steer_Angle

Horn engaged sound effect

VVS_Horn_Sound

120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC
CSSDC
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC

Speedometer backdrive

VVS_Speedometer_Backdrive

Starter engaged sound effect

VVS_Starter_Sound

N-m
N-m
Degrees/sec
Degrees
0 – 1 norm
Pound force
Feet/sec*sec
Deg/sec
degrees
feet
mph
Ft
Ft-lbf
Ft-lbf
Rpm
Foot-pounds
Degrees
Mph
Rad
0 – disengaged
1 – horn engaged
mph
0 – disengaged
1 – starter engaged

NADS states and modes

XState_Mode

120 Hz
120 Hz
CSSDC
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Details on LogStream1
For all scenarios, LogStream1 starts out at 0, and is given a higher value, the closer the
driver gets to the event. After the event, if the driver hasn’t lost control, the LogStream
will go to 3. Following are specifics on each scenario.
Table E.2 LogStream1 values
Scenario
Curve

LeftIncursion

RightIncursion

SnowExit

DryExit

LogStream1 values
0 - at start
1 – at 50 mph speed limit sign, just before
first gradual right turn.
2 – at second curve warning sign (35 mph).
3 – 300 feet after end of curve.
0 - at start
1 – set by Time to Arrival Trigger, 6.75
seconds from event area, same trigger
which starts parked DDO moving.
2 – set by Time to Arrival Trigger, 5.25
seconds from event area, same trigger
which forces oncoming ADO to swerve
into driver’s lane.
3 – appox 500 feet after incursion area
0 - at start
1 – When incurring driveway DDO is
created.
2 – When driver is appox 50 feet from
incursion point
3 - approx 300 feet after incursion point
0 - at start
1 – approx 400 feet before beginning of
off-ramp intersection.
2 – Upon entering off-ramp
3 – approx 300 feet after curve starts to
straighten
0 - at start
1 – approx 400 feet before beginning of
off-ramp intersection.
2 – Upon entering off-ramp
3 –approx 500 feet after end of off-ramp

Logstream2 values
0 - at start
1 – 60 seconds after driver begins moving
0 – 400 feet before 50 mph speed limit sign, just
before gradual right turn.
0 – at start
1 – 70 seconds after driver begins moving
0 – when parked, incurring green Neon is created

0 – at start
1 – 70 seconds after driver begins moving
0 – When incurring driveway vehicle is created

0 – at start
1 – 90 seconds after driver begins moving
0 – When navigation message is played

0 – at start
1 – 90 seconds after driver begins moving
0 – When navigation message is played

Video Data
Video collection will take place for the duration of each run, and will consist of 2
different video streams. Note that video collection starts at the same time the NADS
enters the "RUN" state, which coincides with the time that the participant is able to drive.
Video collection ends 10 seconds after the operator stops the simulator, or when an abort,
emergency stop, or fire stop signal is generated by any of the NADS or NADS facility
subsystems. This means that no video is collected while the simulator is transitioning to
the start position or between scenarios.
Stream 1
Stream 1 consists of the quad split, and there will be a recording of it, in mpeg format,
onto hard disk. Each run will be recorded to a different file. Figure E.1 shows an
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example of stream 1, while Figure E.2 shows the configuration settings for the MPEG
recordings.

Figure E.1 Example of quad split stream
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Figure E.2 MPEG VCR settings
Quad split
The Quad split’s four different views, and their orientation within the screen, are listed
below:
a) Upper left:

In-cab face camera

b) Upper right:

In-dome forward view

c) Lower left:

In-cab foot

d) Lower right: In-cab over shoulder
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Quad split text overlay
The text overlay appears in the lower right quadrant of the quad split, and is shown
below, in Figure E.3. Items in bold italics appear verbatim, while other items reflect
simulator variables as explained below. Whereas variable names are arbitrary, their
length indicates the space that will be allowed for that variable on the overlay.
Note that the first line of numbers, and column of numbers on left, will not appear on the
overlay; they exist to help determine the lineup of the text and variables of the overlay
system.
12345678901234567890
1
2
3G:GR
4TruckESC_Main
5RUNNAMERUNNAMERUN
6MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS
7V:VELOT

S:STEER

8BP:BRAK

AP:ACCL

9FRAMENUMD:LVDIST

Figure E.3 Text overlay
Table E.3 Text overlay variable description
Variable

Meaning

GR

Current gear of the vehicle. 0 is neutral and -1 is
reverse.

RUNNAMERUNNAMERUN

The run’s name

MM/DD/YY

Date

HH:MM:SS

Time

FRAMENUM

The frame number

VELOT

The participant’s velocity, in miles per hour

BRAK

Brake pedal force, in pounds

STEER

Steering wheel angle, in degrees

ACCL

Accelerator pedal position, as a normalized value
between 0 and 1, with 1 being depressed all the
way.

LVDIST

Bumper-to-bumper distance to lead vehicle, in feet
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Stream 2
Stream 2 is the in-dome, forward view. It is recorded in mpeg format onto hard disk,
with each run recorded to a different file. An example of the stream is shown in Figure
E.4, and the recording settings are shown in Figure E.5.

Figure E.4 In-dome forward view

Data Reduction
Below is the experimental participant information or independent measures found in the
data reduction spread sheet.
Table E.4 Experimental participant information
Column
number

Measure

Description

Column A

Study

Main Study

Column B

Subject

Participant Number

Column C

Event

Left, Right, Curve, Snow Exit, Dry Exit

Column D

ESC System

Type of esc RSC, ESC, none

Column E

Order

Column F

Drive

Order of drive events
Drive Number (1-5)
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Units

Each event was divided into segments dependent on specific conditions within each
scenario. Common to all scenarios is T1 the event activation but was defined differently
and specifically for each event. Event completion was endFrame and was determined by
evaluating if and when several conditions, described in Table E.7, were met and then
selecting the condition that was met the earliest to set endFrame. The remaining segments
were specified for the ramp and decreasing curve scenarios and the criterion for these
segments can be found below in Table E.5.
Table E.5 Definition of event time points
Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column G

frameT1

T1 is when the logstream values change to 1

FBS frame number

Column H

frameT2

Ramp Scenarios: T2 is when the driver enters the
ramp and the CG of semi cab crosses speed sign

FBS frame number

Decreasing Curve: T2 is when CG of semi cab
crosses second warning sign
Left Incursion: when oncoming vehicle begins to
veer into drivers lane.
Right Incursion: when white towncar can first be
seen by participant
See Table 2
Column I

Frame end

Condition used to determine end condition Table 3

FBS frame number

Table E.6 Definition of T2 for each event
Event

Definition

Left Snow

When the oncoming vehicle began its lane change into the
subject’s lane

Right Dry

When the corner of the incursion vehicle first becomes visible
from behind the occlusion vehicle

Curve Dry

When the CG of the lead vehicle passes first warning sign

Dry Ramp

When the lead vehicle CG is 400 feet before exit ramp

Snow Ramp

When the lead vehicle CG is 400 feet before exit ramp
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Table E.7 Conditions which defined the end of the event
endFrame

Definition

1

Subject stopped (velocity is < 0.1 ft/s) trailer and cab

2

Average change in steering position over 1 sec is less than 5 degrees after
steering response onset Except curve

3

Rollover / LOC

4

Jackknife (Articulation angle exceeds 25 degrees)

5

Rollover (weight on wheels went to 0 and continued at 0 until end of drive
and TBD using Load Transfer Ratio)

6

None of the other conditions met; use the end of drive trigger

The next set of dependent measures, contained in columns J through AR, concerns the
braking response and lateral control during the event.
Table E.8 Braking response, speed, and lateral control dependent measures
Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column J

velT1

Velocity at start of event

mph

Column K

velMxStr

Velocity at max steering rate

mph

Column L

velMxBrk

Column M

velMxArt

Velocity at max articulation angle

Mph

Column N

maxArt

Max articulation angle between the tractor cab
and trailer during event

degrees

Column O

ArtMxStr

Articulation angle at max steering rate

degrees

Column P

GearT1

Gear shift lever position at T1

Column Q

GearMxStr

Gear shift position at max steering rate

Column R

GearMxBrk

Gear shift lever position at max brake

Column S

GearMxArt

Gear shift lever position at max articulation angle

Column T

GearRoll

Gear shift lever position at rollover (if none = 0)

Column U

GearLOC

Gear shift lever position at loc (if none = 0, -1 if
rollover occurred)

Column V

accelT1

Accelerator position at T1 (will help indicate
whether slowing at event onset)

Velocity at max brake
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mph

Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column W

strRateT2

Steering wheel rate at T2

degrees

Column X

MxStrAng

MxStrAng between T1 and event end

degrees

Column Y

countersteer

Indicates whether the participant steer back
following their initial steer during the event (there
needed to be a difference of 70 degrees between
minimum and maximum steer to be counted as a
counter steer)

binary

Column Z

accRT

Accelerator reaction time: time elapsed from T1
to accelerator release of 10% (-1 indicates foot
was off accelerator prior to event start, very small
value indicates foot was coming off accelerator at
event onset)

s

Column AA

BrkRT

Brake reaction time: time elapsed from T1 to
onset of brake pedal press (0 indicates foot on
brake at event onset, -1 brake pressure never
reaches threshold during entire event (2lbs =
threshold))

s

Column AB

ESCBrk

Indicates whether ESC is on at the brake onset (0
esc off or baseline, 1 esc on, -1 no BrkRt value)

binary

Column AC

maxBrake

Maximum brake pedal force from T1 to event end
(-1 indicates brake pressure never reaches
threshold during entire event (2lbs = threshold)

pounds

Column AD

maxBrkRT

Time to maximum brake ( -1 indicates brake
pressure never reaches threshold during event)

s

Column AE

stdBrake

Standard deviation of brake pedal force from
onset of brake pedal to max brake (-1 indicates
brake pressure never reaches threshold during
event)

pounds

Column AF

maxDecel

Maximum deceleration rate from T1 to event end

G’s

Column AG

maxStr

Column AH

mxLnDevTr

Maximum lane deviation of the tractor from T1 to
event end (value > 5.9 means center of tractor left
the driving lane to the right)

ft

Column AI

numLnDevRt

Number of times the tractor is out of lane on the
right side of the road between T1 and event end

count

Maximum absolute value of steering wheel angle
from T1 to event end
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degrees

Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column AJ

tmLnDevRt

Total time of the tractor out of lane on the right
side of the road between T1 and event end

s

Column AK

numLnDevLt

Number of times the tractor is out of lane on the
left side of the road (including left lane) between
T1 and event end

count

Column AL

tmLnDevLt

Total time of the tractor out of lane on the left
side of the road (including left lane) between T1
and event end

s

Column AM

rollTr

Binary value indicating a tractor rollover (lateral
acceleration values need to be at least TBD to
cause a rollover and/or tire weight is zero)

binary

Column AN

escRoll

Indicates whether the esc is active at time of
rollover (0 inactive or baseline, 1-14 ESC, 22
RSC, description indicating which ESC system is
active can be found in rollover script)

categorical

Column AO

GearRoll

Gear shift position at time of rollover

Column AP

LOCTr

Value indicating a LOC of the tractor (see
Rollover and LOC Descriptions.doc for
description of LOC criterion and values)

Column AQ

rollTra

Binary value indicating a trailer rollover (lateral
acceleration values need to be at least TBD to
cause a rollover and/or tire weight is zero)

Column AR

LOCTra

Value indicating a LOC of the trailer (see
Rollover and LOC Descriptions.doc for
description of LOC criterion and values)

binary

The next set of measures is the time-to-collision and collision-dependent measures,
contained in columns AS through BC. For each event, a vehicle of interest was specified
(see Table E.9.) On each frame (120 Hz), a bounding box was created around the tractor
cab, around the trailer, around the vehicle of interest, and around any other vehicle where
there was a potential for collision within the event. The closest point of one bounding box
relative to the closest point of another bounding box was used to calculate the distance
between the two vehicles (i.e., the range) that was then used to calculate the time-to
collision.
The bounding boxes sharing common points are illustrated in Figure E.5.
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Figure E.5 Bounding boxes sharing common points

Table E.9 Vehicle of interest for collision coding for each event
Event

Vehicle of interest

Left Snow

oncoming vehicle (blue audi) enters the subject’s lane

Right Dry

incursion vehicle (white towncar)enters the subject’s lane

Curve Dry

oncoming blue Windstar
oncoming black Chevy Blazer

Parked Vehicle

parked vehicles to instigate a counter steer

The time to collision and collision-dependent measures are described in Table E.10.
Table E.10 Time to collision and collision dependent measures
Column Number

Measure

Description

Units

Column AS

minTTC

minimum time-to-collision from T1 to
event end

s

Column AT

collision

0 = no collision; 1 = collision

binary

Column AU

collisionObj

name of collision object
left event = “blue audi”, “other”
right event = “white towncar”, “other”
curve = “other”
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Column Number

Measure

Description

Units

0 if no collision occurred
Column AV

collisionFrame

FBS frame number when collision
occurred; -1 if no collision occurred

FBS frame

Column AW

collisionVel

velocity of subject at time of collision;
-1 if no collision occurred

mph

Column AX

CollisionLanePos

Lane deviation from center of lane when
collision occurred, -1 if no collision
occurred

feet

Column AY

collisionTra

0 = no collision with trailer; 1 = collision
with trailer

Column AZ

collisionObjTra

name of collision object
left event = “blue audi”, “other”
right event = “white towncar”, “other”
curve = “other”
0 if no collision occurred

Column BA

collisionFrameTra

FBS frame number when collision
occurred; -1 if no collision occurred

Column BB

collisionVelTra

Velocity of trailer at time of collision; -1 no
collision occurred

mph

ColumnBC

CollisionLanePosTr

Lane deviation of the trailer from center of
lane when collision occurred, -1 if no
collision occurred

feet

The next set of dependent measures columns BD through BK, described in Table E.11,
relate to the articulation angles and yaw rates of the tractor and trailer.
Table E.11 Articulation angles and yaw rates for the tractor and trailer
Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column BD

artT1

Articulation angle at T1 (articulation angle
is difference in angle between tractor and
trailer; T1 criteria found in Table 2)

degrees

Column BE

tractYawT1

Tractor yaw rate at T1

deg/s

Column BF

tractYawMxStr

Tractor yaw rate at MxStr

deg/s

Column BG

tractYawMxArt

Tractor yaw rate at MxArt

deg/s

Column BG

tractYawMxBrk

Tractor yaw rate at MxBrk

deg/s

Column BI

trailYawT1

Trailer yaw rate at T1

deg/s
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Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column BJ

trailYawMxStr

Trailer yaw rate at MxStr

deg/s

Column BK

trailYawMxArt

Trailer yaw rate at MxArt

deg/s

Column BL

trailYawMxBrk

Trailer yaw rate at MxBrk

deg/s

Column BM

artMxBrk

Articulation angle at max brake

degrees

The next set of dependent measures columns BN through CB, described in Table E.12,
relate to the whether the specific types of ESC were active within each event and whether
ESC was active during specific periods within the event.
Table E.12: Indication of ESC activation during scenario specific events.
Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column BN

escactyawbrake

Indicates whether the esc yaw brake
activated during the event, 1 activated,-1 no
ESC condition or not active during event

binary

Column BO

escactyaweng

Indicates whether the esc yaw engine
activated during the event; 1 activated,-1 no
ESC condition or not active during event

binary

Column BP

escactrollbrk

Indicates whether esc roll brake was
activated during event, 1 activated,-1 no
ESC condition or not active during event

binary

Column BQ

escactrolleng

Indicates whether esc roll engine was
activated during event, 1 activated,-1 no
ESC condition or not active during event

binary

Column BR

escactive

Indicates whether the ESC was activated
during event (0 is not activated, 1 is
activated, and -1 is baseline)

binary

Column BS

rscactive

Indicates whether the RSC was activated
during event (0 is not activated, 1 is
activated, and -1 is baseline)

binary

Column BT

escnumyawbrake

Indicates the number of esc yaw brake
activations during the event (-1 indicates
baseline)

count

Column BU

escnumyaweng

Indicates the number of esc yaw engine
activations during the event;

count

Column BV

escnumrollbrk

Indicates the number of esc roll brake
activations during event

count
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Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column BW

ecnumrolleng

Indicates the number of esc roll engine
activations during the event

count

Column BX

numrscactive

Indicates the number of rsc activations
during the event (-1 indicates baseline)

count

Column BY

escactT1

Indicates whether esc was active at T1.
Each value represents a particular
combination of yaw eng, brake, roll, eng,
brake combinations as each system can be
active independently there are 16 possible
combinations

binary

Column BZ

ESCActMxStr

Indicates whether esc was active at max
steer. Each value represents a particular
combination of yaw eng, brake, roll, eng,
brake combinations as each system can be
active independently there are 16 possible
combinations

binary

Column CA

escArt

Indicates whether esc was active at max
articulation angle. Each value represents a
particular combination of yaw eng, brake,
roll, eng, brake combinations as each
system can be active independently there
are 16 possible combinations

binary

Column CB

ESCActMxBrk

Indicates whether esc was active at max
brake. Each value represents a particular
combination of yaw eng, brake, roll, eng,
brake combinations as each system can be
active independently there are 16 possible
combinations

binary

The remaining dependent measures, described in Table E.13, relate to the whether the
percentage of the time the driver stayed within the desired speed threshold along with
road departure indication. The speed desired speed threshold was provided to each
participant during the instructional phase of the experiment where the participants were
told they would earn incentives if they drove within a specified speed.
Table E.13 Indication of percentage of time within desired experimental speed thresholds
Column
number

Measure

Description

Units

Column CC

perOver

Percent of time driver was over the allowed
speed range (For Snow Exit and Dry Exit
speed needed to be between 62 and 68 mph,
for Curve speed needed to be between 52

%
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and 58 mph, and for Right and Left speed
needed to be between 57 and 63 mph)

Column CD

perWithin

Percent of time driver was within the
allowed speed range (For Snow Exit and
Dry Exit speed needed to be between 62
and 68 mph, for Curve speed needed to be
between 52 and 58 mph, and for Right and
Left speed needed to be between 57 and 63
mph)

%

Column CE

perUnder

Percent of time driver was under the
allowed speed range (For Snow Exit and
Dry Exit speed needed to be between 62
and 68 mph, for Curve speed needed to be
between 52 and 58 mph, and for Right and
Left speed needed to be between 57 and 63
mph)

%

Column CF

RoadDeparture

Indicates whether tractor cab left lane
during event (1 indicates tractor cab left
lane during event, 0 indicates did not leave
lane during event).

binary

Reduction Measures Answering Additional ESC Questions
The additional measures found below were added to answer questions provided by
NHTSA answering questions related to RSC and ESC activation specifically. These
measures were reduced using specified geographic locations within each driving event
that were found to have the highest number of ESC/RSC activations.
Table E.14 Additional measures
Column G

Spd Frm Before ESC
Act

Indicates the speed of the participant
vehicle the frame just prior to the
participant vehicle entering the geographic
area of interest

Column H

Max Speed

Max speed of participant vehicle within
specified geographic region

Column I

Max Str Angle

Max steering angle within specified
geographic region

Column J

Max Str Rate

Max steering rate within specified
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geographic region
Column K

Max Brake Force

Max brake force within specified
geographic region

Column L

Derivate of Brake Force

Differential of the brake force within
specified geographic region

Column M

Lat Accel

Max lateral acceleration within specified
geographic region

Column N

Lat Vel

Max lateral velocity within specified
geographic region

Column N

Long Accel

Max longitudinal acceleration within
specified geographic region

Column O

Long Vel

Max longitudinal acceleration within
specified geographic region

Column P

Lane Dev Run Avg

Indicates the running average of lane
deviation over a specified range and time
(1, 0.5): shows how long it took to stabilize
vehicle within lane

Reduction Measures Answering Additional Questions for the Rerun of
HTESC
The additional measures found below were added to answer questions provided by
NHTSA related to RSC and ESC activation during the rerun of HTESC.
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Table E.15 Additional Measures for HTESC Rerun
Column
number

Measure

Description

Column CG

RollangTr

Indicates tractor roll using roll angle
(threshold was 5.5) * abandoned this
method so all values are -1

Column CH

RollangTra

Indicates trailer roll using roll angle
(threshold was 5.5) * abandoned this
method so all values are -1

Column CI

RollangMxTr

Maximum roll angle of tractor during event

Units

degrees

* abandoned this method so all values are -1
Column CJ

RollangMxTra

Maximum roll angle of trailer during event

degrees

* abandoned this method so all values are -1
Column CK

latAccelInit

Lateral acceleration values at onset of
system activation

G’s

Column CL

longAccelInit

Longitudinal acceleration values at onset of
system activation (-1 indicates baseline or
no system activation)

G’s

Column CM

latAccelMax

Maximum lateral acceleration value during
event

G’s

Column CN

longAccelMax

Maximum longitudinal acceleration value
during event

G’s

Column CO

TrRollInit

Roll angle of Tractor at onset of system
activation (-1 indicates baseline or no
system activation) * accommodated for
super elevation in curve and snowexit
scenarios

degrees

Column CP

TraRollInit

Roll angle of Trailer at onset of system
activation (-1 indicates baseline or no
system activation) * accommodated for
super elevation in curve and snowexit
scenarios

degrees
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Column CQ

TrRollMax

Maximum roll angle of tractor during event

degrees

Column CR

TraRollMax

Maximum roll angle of trailer during event

degrees

Column CS

LTTrMax

Maximum load transfer ratio for the tractor
during the event

ratio

Column CT

LTTraMax

Maximum load transfer ratio for the trailer
during the event

ratio

Column CU

LatAccelDecay1.0

Lateral acceleration value of tractor 1
second after onset of system activation (-1
indicates baseline or no system activation)

G’s

Column CV

LatAccelDecay1.5

Lateral acceleration value of tractor 1
second after onset of system activation (-1
indicates baseline, no system activation, or
if system activated drive ended before 1.5
seconds after activation)

G’s

Column CW

LatAccelDecay2.0

Lateral acceleration value of tractor 1
second after onset of system activation (-1
indicates baseline, no system activation, or
if system activated drive ended before 2.0
seconds after activation)

G’s
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APPENDIX F: SCREENING PROCEDURES
NADS Screening Procedures
For a participant to be eligible for a study they must meet ALL of the following criteria:




Be able to participate when the study is scheduled
Meet all inclusion criteria
Pass the health screening

Telephone Screening
Overview
Inform the person contacted about the nature of the study, time commitment, study compensation,
and potential study dates. Determine if they can and are willing to participate.


Initial Contact:
Hello, I’m (state your name) with the National Advanced Driving Simulator. I am
calling you because you had contacted us with an interest in participating in a study. I
would like to tell you more about the study if you’re still interested in participating in one
of our driving studies.
 IF YES, continue
 IF NO, proceed to Closing (p. 6)



Purpose of the Study:
The purpose of this research study is to examine the effectiveness of electronic stability
on heavy trucks. Electronic stability control is an assistive technology designed to aid the
driver in maintaining control of the vehicle on the roadway.



Study Information, Time Commitment and Compensation: (read to participant)
Participating in this study involves a time commitment of approximately 2 hours. You
will be required to come to the Oakdale Campus to participate.
Participation involves signing a consent form and the completion of several
questionnaires before and after your study drives, and undergoing several eye exams.
You will receive instructions regarding driving the simulator cab and the 5 study drives.
Compensation for participating in this study will be $30 per hour. Additionally, you have
the opportunity to earn an additional $15 incentive pay ($3.00 for each of the 5 drives)
based on your driving performance. Some of these tasks may be difficult and it is not
expected that you will receive the entire $15 performance incentive pay.
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Willing to participate?
Are you still interested in participating?
 If YES, continue with Inclusion Criteria
 IF NO, ask if he/she would like us to keep him/her in our recruitment database
for consideration of future participation.
o

IF NOT interested in future studies and wish to be removed from database
- Make note regarding deletion
- Reason if given

Inclusion Criteria ~ General Driving Questions
Overview
Before this list of questions is administered, please communicate the following:
There are several criteria that must be met for participation in this study. I will need to ask you several
questions to determine your eligibility.


If a participant fails to meet one of the following criteria,
 STOP as soon as exclusion criterion is evident and proceed to Closing (p.6)
(Do not complete the Health Screening)

1) Do you possess a valid U.S. Class A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL-A)?
 If YES, are there any restrictions on your driver’s license?
Vision - Acceptable if vision is corrected to 20/20 with lenses
Hearing Loss – Acceptable if corrected to within normal range with

hearing device

Exclusion criteria:




No valid commercial driver’s license
Mechanical aid
Prosthetic aid

2) How much experience do you have as a commercial driver?
Exclusion criterion:


If less than six months, proceed to Closing (p.6)

3) How many commercial miles per month have you averaged over the last six months?
Exclusion criterion:


If less than 2,000 per month, proceed to Closing (p.6)

4) Do you use any special equipment to help you drive such as pedal extensions, hand brake or
throttle, spinner wheel knobs, seat cushion or booster seat?


If YES, what type of special equipment
Exclusion criterion:



Uses pedal extensions, hand brake or throttle, spinner wheel knobs, or other non
standard equipment that would limit interpretation of accelerator pedal, brake pedal, or
steering inputs.
Uses seat cushion or booster seat AND is custom fit to their car, if not custom fitted
request they bring seat with them for driving
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5) Do you currently have any mobility problems that we should be concerned
about which would require extra staff to assist you? (Cane, walker, or crutches)

Exclusion criterion:


To be determined by PI and participant circumstances at present time

6) Do you have color-blindness?

Exclusion criterion:


If yes, proceed to Closing (p.6)

7) Have you ever participated in a driving simulator study before?

Exclusion criterion:


Participated in ANY driving simulator study during the past 6 months.

8) Have you ever participated in any driving studies using assistive technologies?

Exclusion criterion:





Participated in ANY study involving assistive technologies. (Air Disc Brake, ESC,
CTB, SAVEIT, Veridian, RECAS-ACC)

If all Inclusion Criteria are met,
Proceed to General Health Exclusion Criteria (p. 3)
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General Health Exclusion Criteria
Overview
Before administering this list of questions, please communicate the following:
 Because of pre-existing health conditions, some people are not eligible for participation in this study.
 I need to ask you several health-related questions before you can be scheduled for a study session.
 Your responses are voluntary and all answers are confidential.
 You can refuse to answer any questions and only a record of your motion sickness susceptibility will
be kept as part of this study.
 No other responses will be kept.
 Please answer yes or no to the following questions:




If a participant fails to meet one of the following criteria,
 STOP, proceed to the Closing (p.6)
If unsure about exclusion criteria, consult Principal Investigator

1) If the subject is female:
 Are you, or is there any possibility that you are pregnant?
Exclusion criteria:
 If there is ANY possibility of pregnancy
2) Have you been diagnosed with a serious illness?
 If YES, is the condition still active?
 Are there any lingering effects?
 If YES, do you care to describe?
Exclusion criteria:
 Cancer (receiving any radiation and/or chemotherapy treatment within last 6
months)
 Crohn’s disease
 Hodgkin’s disease
 Currently receiving any radiation and/or chemotherapy treatment
3)

Do you have Diabetes?
 Have you been diagnosed with hypoglycemia?
 If yes, do you take insulin or any other medication for blood sugar?
NOTE: Type II Diabetes accepted if controlled (medicated and under the supervision of
physician)
Exclusion criteria:
 Type I Diabetes - insulin dependent
 Type II – Uncontrolled (see above)

4) Do you suffer from a heart condition such as disturbance of the heart rhythm or have
you had a heart attack or a pacemaker implanted within the last 6 months?
 If YES, please describe?
Exclusion criteria:
 History of ventricular flutter or fibrillation
 Systole requiring cardio version (atrial fibrillation may be acceptable if heart
rhythm is stable following medical treatment or pacemaker implants)
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5) Have you ever suffered brain damage from a stroke, tumor, head injury, or infection?
 If YES, what are the resulting effects?
 Do you have an active tumor?
 Any visual loss, blurring or double vision?
 Any weakness, numbness, or funny feelings in the arms, legs or face?
 Any trouble swallowing or slurred speech?
 Any uncoordination or loss of control?
 Any trouble walking, thinking, remembering, talking, or understanding?
Exclusion criteria:




A stroke within the past 6 months
An active tumor
Any symptoms still exist

6) Have you experienced any pain from neck or back injuries within the last year?
 If YES, is it current or chronic neck or back injury?
Exclusion criteria:





7)

Any current skeletal, muscular or neurological problems in neck or back regions
Chronic neck and back pain
Pinched nerves in neck or back
Back surgery within last year

Have you ever been diagnosed with seizures or epilepsy?
 If YES, how frequently and what type?
Exclusion criteria:


A seizure within the past 12 months

8) Do you have Ménière's Disease or any inner ear, dizziness, vertigo, hearing, or balance
problems?
 Wear hearing aides - full correction with hearing aides acceptable
 If YES, please describe.
 Ménière's Disease is a problem in the inner ear that affects hearing and balance.
Symptoms can be low- pitched roaring in the ear (tinnitus), hearing loss, which may
be permanent or temporary, and vertigo.
 Vertigo is a feeling that you or your surroundings are moving when there is no actual
movement, described as a feeling of spinning or whirling and can be sensations of
falling or tilting. It may be difficult to walk or stand, and you may lose your balance
and fall.
Exclusion criteria:


Any recent history of inner ear, dizziness, vertigo, or balance problems
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9)

Do you have any respiratory disorder such as asthma or chronic bronchitis?
 If YES, please describe.
Exclusion criteria:
 COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease)
 Use of inhaled steroid medications more than twice a day (such asBeclovent,
Vanceril, AeroBid, Azmacort, Flovent, Pulmicort)
 Any respiratory disorder that results in obvious or continuous shortness of
breath
 Chronic medical therapy such as theophylline, inhalers, steroid medications
 Oxygen therapy

10) Do you currently have a sleep disorder such as sleep apnea, narcolepsy or
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome?
 If YES, please describe.
 Sleep apnea: how long under treatment and was treatment successful
Exclusion criteria:
 Untreated sleep apnea
 Narcolepsy
 Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
 Rotating shift hours

11) Do you have migraine or tension headaches?
 If YES, what is the nature of this pain? (How severe? Where pain is located?)
 How frequent and when was the last headache?
 Are you currently taking medication for these headaches?
 (Women only) Are your headaches associated with your menstrual cycle?
Exclusion criteria:
 Medication taken daily for chronic headaches
 Any narcotic medications
 Headaches that occur more than 2 times a month
 Headache within the past 48 hours

12) Do you currently have a mood problem or a psychiatric disorder such as “untreated”
depression, anxiety disorder, drug dependency, claustrophia, or ADHD?
 If YES, please describe
 Are you taking any medication?
Exclusion criteria:
 Schizophrenia
 Untreated depression and ADHD
 Untreated Bipolar disorder
 Personality disorder (paranoid, schizotypal, antisocial, borderline, histrionic,
narcissistic, avoidant, obsessive-compulsive)
 Dependency or abuse of psychoactive drugs, illicit drugs, or alcohol
 Agoraphobia, hyperventilation, or anxiety attacks
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13) Are you currently taking any prescription or over the counter medications?
 If YES, what is the medication?
 What is it taken for?
 Is this a long-term or limited medication?
 Are you monitored under the care of a physician for this medication?
 Are there any warning labels on your medications, such as potential for
drowsiness?
Exclusion criteria:
 Any sedating medications (see drug exclusion list)
 Drowsiness label on medication

14) Do you experience any kind of motion sickness?
 If YES, what were the conditions you experienced: when occurred (age), what
mode of transportation, (boat, plane, train, car), and what was the intensity of
your motion sickness?
 On a scale of 0 to 10, how often do you experience motion sickness with 0 = Never
and 10 = Always
 On a scale of 0 to 10, how severe are the symptoms when you experience motion
sickness with
0 = Minimal and 10 = Incapacitated
Exclusion criteria:
 One single mode of transportation where intensity is high and present
 More than 2 to 3 episodes for mode of transportation where intensity is
moderate or above
 Severity and susceptibility scores rank high

Proceed to Closing
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Closing
MEETS ALL CRITERIA

(Driving and General Health Criteria)

Instructions for Participants:


Refrain from drinking alcohol and taking any NEW prescription or over the counter
drugs for the 24 hours preceding your driving session. Ibuprofen, Tylenol, aspirin, and
vitamins are acceptable to take prior to driving session.



Bring Driver’s License with you to appointment.



If you use corrective lenses for driving please bring your glasses or contacts with you to
the driving session. Bring reading glasses if needed to fill out questionnaires.



We ask that cell phones and pagers be turned off or left home as they are not allowed
while participating in the driving study.



Request following of all participants:
 Wear flat shoes to drive in
 No hats worn or gum chewing allowed while driving
 Refrain from wearing artificial scents (perfume or cologne) as some staff allergic
to scents



You will be required to wear a seat belt while driving.



If your appointment is before 8am or after 5pm, the front door will be locked, therefore,
please use the After Hours Call Box located at the right side on the front door. Press the
call button and some one will let you in.



Provide directions, explain where to park and ask them to check in at the front desk
inside the main entrance.



Inform participants to call (319) 335-4313 if they are unable to make this appointment
and need to reschedule as soon as possible (prefer 24 hour notice). Please leave a
message if they receive voicemail and a staff member will return their call.

DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA:


Explain that this study requires meeting all of the above conditions (If necessary, explain
condition not met)



Thank the person for their time and remind them that they may qualify for a future study
and ask if they wish to remain in our database to be called for future studies.
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APPENDIX G: INFORMED CONSENT
FOR IRB USE ON LY
APPROVED BY: IRB-0'2
IRB 10 , : 200703718
APPROVAl DATE. 12107107
EXPIRATION DATE : 04107,00

I NFOH.i\Hm CONS I';N T I)OCU \ 1ENT

Project Tille:
R~seareh T~am :

lIe:I\'y T ru ck t:iect ron ie Stahility C ontro l Using NA n s
T imothy Unwrn, I' H)). I)awn Mars ha ll , MS. ,Ja ne l\"Ioeckli, UA. Cheryl H.oe, US,
Sue [ lien Salis bu ry, US, Scutt Egl'l"fon, KS , Ik bbie Hormann, UN, Lis:1 i\ hlske,
RN, Cat h rrill r l\1i..zr, BS, Ra('h r l C ha lll.lry, Ben Dow, Da ni r l Dow, Joanne Ha rt,
M inlly l uckcnbUl, i\·Ud Jael Yo un g, W ill fl lII·II

TIlis consent fOnIl describes the research study to help yo u decide if you WiUlt to participate. This fOnIl
provides importan t infonnation ahoul what yo u will he asked to do during the study, about the risb; and
benefits of the study, and about your rights as a research subject.
• If you have any questions about or do not understand something in this fornI, yo u should ask the
research team for more infomlation.
• YOll should disCUSS you r participation with anyon~ yOll choose such as famil y or friends.
• Do nol sign this foml unless the study research learn has answered yo ur questions and you decide
that you want to b~ part ofthi5 study.
W H.<\T IS nlfo: I' Un.!'OSE O f' TH IS Sn HlY'!

TIlis is a research study. We are inviting you to participate in this research study because yo u have a
valid, muestricted (except for corrective eyeglasses and contact lens) Class A Commercial Driver's
License (CDL-A), with at least 6 months experience, average at least 2000 miles per month over the last
six months, are in good general health, and arc between the ages of22 and 55.
TIle purposc of this research study is to examine the effectiveness of electronic stabi lity control on heavy
trucks.

HOW MA NY PEOPLE W Ill l)ART IC rPATE?
Approximalely 17'j peopl~ will take part in this

~tudy

a1 the University of Iowa.

HOW LONG W ILL I HE IN T illS STU n y?
If yo u agree to take part in th is

~tudy,

your

in vol v~me nt

will last for approximatel y 2 hours.

WHAT W ILL HAPPEN DUR ING TillS STUDY?
Upon arrival at the simulator f.1cility, you will be briefed on the experimental procedure and participant
ri ghl~, and will he asked 10 read and s ign this lnfomled Consent Oocumcnt.
You wi ll be asked to fill OUI a questionnaire regarding your driving hislOry including the type ofvehi eles
you dri\·e, your li cens~ history, driving violations and accid~ nt s, and dri ving hahiL~ . We will also a~ k for
your birth date, gender, and employmem infonIwtion. TIle questionnaire asks for in1"onnatioll about
your health status including vision eQ1TCction. hearing a id lISC , medication usc, consumption of alcohol,
recreational dn.lgs, and history of motion sickness. You will be asked to complete a payment vo ucher
which :u;ks for yo ur .~ocial securit y num ber.
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Next yo u will be givc n an eye exam to test yo ur color vision (ubility to sec c('rtain colon;). contrust
sensiti"ity (vision in low light or in particular lighting conditions). and visual ac uity (ability to see small
delails). If yo ur visioll tests mcet the required level, you wil1 be asked to completc the dri ving portion of
the stud y. If your vision tests do not mect the required level, your purticipatioll is ~'ompletc and you will
be paid for your time and sent home.
lf yo u arc eligibl e 10 eontinlle ill the stud y, you will be shown a presenlat ion on the computer that wil1
provide you a brief description orthe electronic stability control system . a description orthe incenti ve
system. an introduct ion to the simulator cab. and explanation 01" yo ur study dri ves.
·l1le study staIT willthclI escort YOlito the simulator. Yo u will be askcd to complete a practi ce dri ve and
a qucstionnaire about any feclings ordiseomJorts you ma y have experienced.
You will then he asked to complete five stud y drives. Your drive tiIlle in the simulator will hlst
approximately I hour. Aft er completing yo ur dri ves, yo u wil1 be asked to complete additional
questiOlmaires and 11 short interv iew lIbout yo ur experience in the simulator and the ck ctronic stability
control system . 1' le questionnaires and the interview witl ask yo u to describe what happened during
yo ur dri ws, including an y feelings or discomforts you lIIay ha ve experienccd, yo ur understanding,
impress ions, thoughts, lind experiences using thc clectronic ~ t ability control system. TIle intervicw will
be audio reco rded.
You may skip an y qucsti ons that yo u do not wish to answer on thc <Iuesti onllai res and during the
interview.
You will ha ve the opportunity to earn an additional $ 15 incentive pay hased 011 your dri ving
perfonllance. Some of the tasks may he difficult and it is not expected that yo u will receive the entire
$ 15 perfonllance incentive pay. TIle amount of the payment will he based on dri"ing perfonllance
lIIeas urements such as the number of minutes you dri ve within J miles per hour of the posted speed limit
for each dri ve, collisions during the dri ves, and whether or not you dri ve outside of your assigned lane of
traffic during the dri,·es. We will tell you the petfonnance measures that will be used to detennine your
incentive pay at the start of your drives. Your dri ving infonllation will he col1ected using the sen sors
and recording dcvices in the simulator. No incentive pay w ill be given for the practice dri ve.
l\:lany

parti c ip..1nt~

do find dri ving in a simulator of this type to he an exciting and unique experience.

All dri ving tria l ~ wilt be recorded on video.
TIlc simulator contains scnson; that mcas un: vehicle operation, vehicle motion, and your dri ving actions.
11le system also contains video cameras that capture images of you while dri ving (e.g., dri ver's hand
position on the steering whcel, fon vard road scene). '111ese scnsors and video cameras arc loclltcd in sllch
a manner that they wilt not alTect yo u or obstnlet yo ur view while driving. TIle inrollllatioll collected
using these sensors and "ideo cameras are recorded for anal ys is hy research stafr and llIay be used as
described ill the Confidentiality section be low .
We will keep yo ur name and infollnation about you including birthdatc, "ontacl phone number.; and the
annual mil eage yOll dri ve each year 011 file. III the future, we ma y contact you to see if yo u would be
wilting 10 complctc <Iuestionnaircs. interviews, or dri ves relating the data from this stlldy to future
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studies. Agreeing to participate in this stud y docs nOI obligatc you to participate in futur..: studics. You
will be asked 10 givc a scparatc consent for 1HIY future studies.
WIIAT ARE. THE RI SKS OF THIS ST UDY '!
You may experience one or more of the ri sks indicated below from being in this study. In add ition to
these, there may be other unknown ri ~ks . or ri sk ~ that we did not anticipate, associated with being in this
study.
TI,e ri sk involving driving the simulator is possible discomfort associated with simulator disorientation.
Previous studies with similar driving intens ities and simulator setups produced few disorieillation
effects. When effects were report<!d, they were lIsually mild to moderate and consisted of slight
lIn ea~ i n<!ss, warmth, or ey<!strain for a smallnumb<!r of participants. ll1ese effects typically l a~t for only
a short time, usually 10-1 S minutes, ailer leaving the simulator. You may quit driving at any time if you
experience any discomfOl1.
ff you ask to quit dri ving as a result of discomfort, you wil l be allowed to quit at once. You will be
asked to sit and rest before leaving, while consuming a beverage and a snack. '111is lime may coincide
with completion of the questionnaires. '111ere is no evidenc<! that driving abil ity is hampered ill any way;
therefor<!, if yoll show few or no signs of discomfort, you should be able to drive home. ff you
experience anything other than slight effects, tflillsportation will be arranged through other means. If
you are driven home, a fo llow-up call will be made 24 hours later to ensure that you are not feeling ill
effects. Most people enjoy driving in the simulator and do not experience any discomf0l1,
III the flIre event that Ilomlal exiting of the simulat or is not available, you will be assisted down a small
ladder and escol1ed to a participant waiting 1'00111 . '111is could pose a minimal risk if yo 11 have difficulty
negotiating a ladder or walkway in the simulator bay.
An experimenter will be present in the back seat of the simulator cab with you to ensur<! your safety
while dli vlng and exiting the simulator.
']11e questionnaires collect informati on about alcohol and recreational drug use. You may diselose
illegal activiti es by providing infonn ation on the use of recreational dnlgs_ You do not have to mlswer
any questions that make you feel lUlcomforta ble,
WHAT ARE THE BENEFffS OF THIS STUDY?
YOli may not benefit personally from being in this study. However, we hope thai, in the futuTe, other
people might benefit from this study by gaining useful infonnat ion regarding electronic stability control
technologies 0 11 heavy trucks.

WILL IT COST ME ANYTHING TO HE IN THIS STUDY?
You will not have mly costs for being in this research study.
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WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING?
You will btl paid for being in this research study. You will receivtl $30 per hour for your participation
which is expected to take approxim:llcl y 2 hours. PaYIlK'Ilt will be made by chcck and will require that
you provide yo ur Social Security NumbtT on the payment voucher fonn.
WilD IS fUNDING T HIS STUDY'!
TIle National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is fundin g this research study. 11li s
means that the University of Iowa is receiving paymenlS fromlhem to support the activities lhal are
required to conduct the study. No one on the research team will receive a direct paymell1 or an increase
in salary from NHTS A for conducting this study.

WHAT ABOUT CONFIDENTIALITY?
We will keep your participation in this research stud y confidential to the extt'nt pcnnilled by law.
However. it is possible that other people such as those indicat ed below may beeoille aware OfyOlif
participation in this study and may inspect and copy records pertaining to th is research. Some of these
records cou ld contain information that personally identifies you.
• federal govemment regulatory agem:ies
• auditing departments of the Univers ity of Iowa, and
• the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board (a cOlllmillee that reviews and approves
research studies)
You will be assigned a study number which wil l be usc instead of your namc to identify all data
collectcd for the study. 11le list linking your study number lind your nmne will be storcd ill a secure
locatiolland will be accessible only to the researchers at the University oflowa. All records and data
will be maintained in locked offices or on a secure password protected computer systems that are
accessible to the rescardlCrs and the stud y sponsor. It is possibk that persons viewing the vidco data
llIay be able to idcntily you. U'wc writ.; a report or lulic1e about this study, we typically describe the
study results in a SUlllllIari zed manner !;o that you cannot be id<!ntified by name.
TIle engineerin g rlata collected and recorded in this study (including :UlY pcrionmUlce scores based 0 11
these data) will be analyzed along with data gathered from other participants. 111ese data may be
publicly released inlinal repon s or other publ ications or media for scientific (e.g., professional society
mcctings), cducational (e.g., edueational ..:mnpaigns lor I1lcmb..:rs of the gencrul publi c), outreach (e.g.,
nationally televised programs highlighting traffic safety issues), legislative (e.g., data provided to the
U.S. Congress to ass i ~1 wilh law-making activities), or research purpos<!s (e.g.• comparison analyses
with data frOIll other studies). Engineering data may also be r<!leased individually or in summary with
that of other palticipants, but will not be presented in a way that peml iL'i persona! identifi cation, exctlpt
when presented in conjunction with video data.
'J1le "idN) d ata (video image data recorded during your dri,'e) recorded in this study includes your
video-recorded likeness and all in-veh icle audio including your voice (and lIlay include, in SOllle views,
superimposed perfonnance infonnation). Video and in-vehicle sounds will be lIsed to examine your
driving perfonnance and other task perfonllance while driving. Video illlage data (in continuous video
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APPENDIX H: VISION TEST
NADS VISION TESTER DOCUMENT

The state of Iowa has several vision requirements for drivers’ licenses. Vision is screened by the Iowa
DMV when a person renews a license, reinstates a license, is testing for a new license, or upgrading an
existing license or acquiring a duplicate after a renew by mail. Vision testing for the issuance of a lost,
stolen, or modified license is not necessary unless it is believed by reasonable cause the customer may not
be capable of operating a motor vehicle safely. Departmental Rule 604.13(2) states “Persons who cannot
obtain a visual acuity reading of 20/70 or can not obtain a peripheral reading of at least 115 degrees (at
least 45 degrees nasal and 70 degrees temporal) will not be licensed in the state of Iowa. A person who
cannot obtain a visual acuity of 20/40 in at least one eye with a corrective lens shall be issued a two-year
license.”

The Stereo Optical 5500P is similar to the vision tester used by the Iowa Department of Transportation
(DOT) to examine visual acuity and peripheral vision. The Iowa DOT does not currently test for color
perception or contrast sensitivity, but these tests are often used in driving research. Each of the vision tests
used in this study is discussed below.

Visual Acuity
Visual acuity tests examine the ability to distinguish small details. The Stereo Optical Optec 5500P uses the
standard Snellen numbers chart.

Color Perception
The color perception test identifies deficiencies in color vision but does not classify them. The Optec 5500P
exam uses six Pseudo-Isochromatic Ishihara plates with one or two numerals on each plate for a total of 8
numbers. The criterion for acceptable color vision is five out of eight numerals correct.

Contrast Sensitivity
Contrast detection is often examined to look at poor quality of vision in situations such as at dusk, at night,
and/or in particular lighting conditions. The Optec 5500P includes the Holladay Contrast Acuity Test
(CAT) which effectively tests vision under high, intermediate, and low contrast conditions.
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APPENDIX I: ORIENTATION PRESENTATION

Slide 1
Truck ESC Information
Pre‐Drive Information for
Study Participants
Please press the space bar or use
the
keys to navigate the slides.

Slide 2
What is ESC?
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC) is a generic term
describing active safety control systems which are
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under
adverse conditions.
• ESC systems have control over the individual brake
pressures at each wheel, as well as override authority for
the engine throttle and engine retarder, intended to correct
the vehicle’s path prior to the onset of loss-of-control.
• ESC includes Roll Stability Control and Roll & Yaw
Stability Control.
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Slide 3
Roll Stability Control
Roll Stability Control (RSC) is designed to help
the driver prevent rollovers under adverse
conditions. A control unit monitors and processes
data comparing lateral acceleration and critical
threshold.

Slide 4

Roll Stability Control
Demonstration
Click on the image to play video

Slide 5
Roll & Yaw Stability Control
• Roll and Yaw Stability Control (RSC+YSC) builds on
RSC by providing directional stability to help prevent
jackknifing as well as spinout and drift out control.
• RSC+YSC uses speed sensors on each wheel along
with a steering wheel angle sensor, a vehicle rotation
sensor, and a control unit.
• The control unit monitors when the steering and
rotation sensors detect that the tractor-trailer is about to
travel in a direction different from the one indicated by
the steering wheel position.
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Slide 6

Roll & Yaw Stability Control
Demonstration
Click on the image to play video

Slide 7
How Do I Activate ESC?
ESC is an active system and does not need to
be activated by the driver. When sensors detect
that rollover or loss of control is imminent, the
system automatically engages. When the
system activates, an icon may appear. The icon
is located on the dash and looks like this:

If the icon appears it will be an amber color.

Slide 8
Questions About ESC?
If you have any questions about the ESC
system, please ask the researcher before you
proceed any further.
In the next slides, you will learn about the
simulated truck.
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Slide 9
Your Truck Information

16,800
16,800
12,000

14,400
12,000

72,000 pound GVWR
The trailer is 53 feet long
Cargo is stacked high and fairly evenly distributed

Slide 10
Helpful Hints
• You must turn on the ignition at the beginning of each drive.
• The engine will stall if the clutch is let out too quickly; slip the clutch.
• RPM’s should be around 1200 ‐1500 while slipping the clutch at the start.
• The engine may stall if it drops below the idle point.
• If the engine stalls, simply restart the engine and check your RPM’s.
• It is necessary to use the clutch when stopped, but as you progress through
the drive, feel free to shift how you normally would. You may start in the gear
that you normally would.
• You may notice that it is a bit more difficult to shift into the gears in the back
versus the forward gears.

Slide 11
Drive Information
You will complete a practice drive and 5 main drives. 3
of your drives will be completed on dry pavement and
2 will be completed on snow‐covered pavement. Each
drive will begin with your truck on the highway. When
told to begin, please start the engine and accelerate to
the speed limit.
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Slide 12

Orientation to the Simulator Cab
This Presentation Will Run Automatically
After You Advance to The Next Slide

Slide 13
Freightliner Day Cab

9 Speed Eaton Fuller Transmission

Range

Slide 14

Shifting Diagram
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Slide 15
Seat Adjustment

Height

Lumbar

Lock

Adjust

Fore and Aft

Left Side of Seat

Seat Back Adjustment

Slide 16
Steering Wheel Adjustment

Clutch Pedal

Foot Switch

Left Side of Cab Floor

Slide 17
Seatbelt Use is Required
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Slide 18
Mirror Adjustment

Push
points

Slide 19
Ignition Location

Slide 20
Air Brake Settings
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Slide 21
Resting Position

Slide 22
Start‐up of the Simulator
Once you and the researcher are buckled in and
the cab doors are closed, the simulator will start to
move. Please remain seated in the resting position
while the operator prepares the simulator for your
drive. You will hear some basic information about
the simulator and the instructions for your first
drive during this time.

Slide 23
Conclusion

This concludes the briefing presentation. We are
happy to answer any questions you may have at
this time.
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APPENDIX J: INCENTIVE PAY
INCENTIVE PAY
NHTSA Heavy Truck ESC
In addition to your base pay of $30 per hour, you will have the opportunity to earn an additional $3
incentive pay based for each experimental drive you complete today. The total possible incentive pay for
the five drives is $15. Some of the tasks may be difficult and it is not expected that you will receive the
entire $15 performance incentive pay. No incentive will be given for the practice drive.
Your incentive pay will be based on your ability to drive at or near the posted speed limit. Specifically,
you will earn incentive pay for the percentage of time that you spend driving within ±3 miles per hour
(mph) of the posted speed. The percentage will be calculated relative to your total drive time. Your drive
time will begin 30 seconds after the red vehicle passes you (indicating the start of that drive) and will end
when you are asked to stop driving. Time spent responding to other vehicles will not be included in your
total time.
The following calculation will be used to determine your pay for each drive:
Total Seconds at ± 3 mph of Posted Speed
X

$3.00 = Total Pay

Total Seconds in Drive
At the end of each drive, your performance will be calculated to determine the actual amount of money you
will receive. The total of your incentive pay will never be negative. The following table will be used to
provide you with feedback on your performance and incentive pay:
INCENTIVE PAY
NHTSA Heavy Truck ESC

Drive
Practice 1–

Drive Time Percentages
Relative to Posted Speed
(Below + In + Above = 100%)
% Below
In
% Above
Speed
Range*
Speed

Incentive
Pay*

No Pay Given

1
2
3
4
5

$
$
$
$
$

*For each drive, incentive pay is calculated as: Percentage In
Range X $3.00 = Incentive Pay
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TOTAL

$

EXAMPLE
Assume that you completed a 330 second drive (i.e., 5½ minutes) where the posted speed was 65 mph.
During this drive, you drove within the desired range of 62-68 mph for 240 seconds (i.e., 4 minutes),
below 62 mph for 20 seconds, and above 68 mph for 40 seconds (i.e., you drove outside the desired speed
range for a total of 60 seconds or one minute). The first 30 seconds are not included in the calculation.
Also, you did not have to slow down due to interactions with other vehicles. In this example, you would
receive the following feedback regarding your incentive pay:
INCENTIVE PAY
NHTSA Heavy Truck ESC

Drive
1

Drive Time Percentages
Relative to Posted Speed
(Below + In + Above = 100%)
%
%
%
Below
In
Above
Speed
Range*
Speed
7

80

Incentive
Pay*

13

*For each drive, incentive pay is calculated as:
Percentage In Range X $3.00 = Incentive Pay

TOTAL $

Calculation of Incentive Pay:
240 Seconds at ± 3 mph of Posted Speed
300 total Seconds in Drive
0.80
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X

$3.00 = Total Pay

X

$3.00 = $2.40 Total Pay

$2.40

Study: Heavy Truck ESC
Date:
Participant #:

INCENTIVE PAY
NHTSA Heavy Truck ESC
Drive Time Percentages
Relative to Posted Speed
(Below + In + Above = 100%)

Drive
Practice 1 –

%
Below
Speed

In
Range*

%
Above
Speed

Incentive
Pay*

No Pay Given

1

$

2

$

3

$

4

$

5

$

*For each drive, incentive pay is calculated as:
Percentage In Range x $3.00 = Incentive Pay
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TOTAL $

APPENDIX K: DEBRIEFING STATEMENT
The goal of this project is to compare the performance of drivers who encounter
unexpected or emergency type conditions in which the electronic stability control system
may activate. In order to assure performance in these unexpected conditions, we could
not inform you of these emergency situations prior to completing the simulator trials. We
hope that you understand our need to keep this information from you.
Because it is critical that these conditions be unexpected, it is important that future
participants not learn the purpose of this study. Therefore, we ask that you please refrain
from discussing the specific details about the study, including the experimental drives,
until Feb 29, 2008 when we expect our data collection to be complete.
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APPENDIX L: IN-CAB PROTOCOL
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APPENDIX M: TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Electronic Stability Control System
Meritor WABCO makes three stability enhancement systems for tractor-trailers. They
are called Roll Stability Control (RSC), Electronic Stability Control (ESC), and Roll
Stability Support (RSS). The ESC system includes both roll stability control and yaw
stability control. In principle, the RSC system is a subset of the ESC system, except that
the RSC hardware uses an older version of firmware which means there could be
algorithmic changes as well. We will continue to use the notation set for this study with
uses ‘RSC+YSC’ instead of ESC. The RSC and RSC+YSC systems are required to
simulate the two stability control conditions for this study.
Figure M.1 presents a simple diagram of the HIL system that shows how RSC and
RSC+YSC, hardware connects to a host PC and communicates with other NADS systems
through the SCRAMNet reflective memory network. The host computer is responsible
for interfacing with the CAN bus and facilitating access to the NADS SCRAMnet and
both CAN channels. This bridge is utilized to create a bidirectional communication path
between systems. The simulator’s subsystems are provided access to real-time vehicle
and RSC+YSC/RSC systems data that the Meritor-WABCO hardware publishes to the
J1939 CAN bus. Additionally, simulated vehicle data is sent to both CAN buses for
access by the Meritor-WABCO hardware, providing the required signals for correct
system operation. The complete specification of the ESC Host PC is given in Table M.1.

Solenoids

Dash Icons

ESC/RSC Interface Box

Solenoid
Outputs

Sensor
Inputs
RSC
Hardware

Microcontroller

ESC
Hardware

Sensor Inputs

CAN

NADS
SCRAMNet

CAN

CAT5e
Cable

ESC Host PC
SCRAMNet PCI Card
CANboardXL PCI Card

Figure M.1 ESC hardware-in-the-loop diagram
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Table M.1 ESC host PC specification
Component Specification
Hardware

Dell Dimension 8300 – 2.99 GHz Pentium 4
processor with 1.5 GB RAM
Vector CANboardXL card – Philips SJA1000
controller, CANpiggy 251opto transceiver (PCI)
Systran SCRAMnet card (PCI)

Software

Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 2)
Vector CANoe.j1939 version 6.0.62

CANbus

Channel 1: 250.0 kBPS (J1939)
Channel 2: 500.0 kBPS (high-speed)

Hardware-in-the-Loop
Meritor WABCO sent several documents about their RSC and RSC+YSC systems,
including diagnostics, ABS/ASC theory of operation, J1939 and high speed bus CAN
messages, schematic diagrams, pinout diagrams, and other useful information.
NADS hardware personnel installed additional pneumatic plumbing and ABS/ASC
valves in the truck cab to accommodate the functions of the RSC+YSC and RSC system
hardware. Pressure sensors were installed on the output ports of the ABS/ASC valves and
wired to analog outputs in the cab for publishing to the SCRAMNet network. Supporting
code in the cab CFS system was written to convert the pressure to engineering units and
publish to the network. Pictures of the pneumatic installation are shown in Figure M.2.
NADS supplied Meritor WABCO with data on the tire sizes and locations, which was
used to configure the ESC hardware. The firmware was also adjusted to use CAN
messages as sensor inputs for the lateral acceleration, yaw rate, and steering wheel angle.
A procedure was developed to switch between the baseline, RSC+YSC, and RSC
conditions by switching three plugs to wiring harnesses. The baseline condition was the
most complicated since it needed to have the hardware partially in the loop to keep error
icons from flashing on the dashboard.
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Figure M.2 Pneumatic installations for RSC+YSC/RSC hardware

Figure M.3 RSC and RSC+YSC hardware installed in truck cab
Auxiliary Hardware
An embedded interface between the ESC hardware and NADS subsystem computers was
designed, built, and unit tested on a test bench. This setup includes analog and digital
input/output (I/O) and the functionality to provide wheel speed sensor information. The
firmware for the embedded board was written to support the necessary networking
between this board and other computers. Electrical termination specs for all sensors were
provided by Meritor and wired appropriately in the ESC interface circuitry.
The embedded hardware used to provide wheel speed signals to the RSC+YSC/RSC
ECU consists of a Silicon Labs development board along with additional hardware to
interface with the ECU. The SiLabs board is based on a C8051F040 microcontroller with
integrated CAN bus support. The Meritor WABCO proprietary high-speed CAN bus is
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used to send messages between the Vector Canoe software running on the ESC host PC
and the SiLabs board. There are four CAN messages corresponding to wheel speeds (in
RPM) which are converted to digital pulses by the programmable counter array module
on the C8051F040. These output signals are sent to the ECU through standard 600-ohm
telephone coupling transformers. Four independent Wheel speeds of up to 99 MPH can
be simulated with high resolution.
The SiLabs board also supplies a DAC output to replace the built-in lateral
accelerometer on the RSC unit. The DAC's output level is set through a CAN message on
the high-speed bus. Some additional hardware was added to the RSC main board to
provide voltage level translation and to isolate the Silabs board from the RSC ECU when
either one is powered down. The primary J1939 CAN bus channel runs between the
ECU and the Vector CANboardXL PCI card on the host PC and does not connect to the
SiLabs embedded hardware. An embedded hardware interface diagram is shown in
Figure M.4, and a picture of the SiLabs board is shown in Figure M.5.
NADs embedded hardware interface to Meritor WABCO ECU
Host Software
Simulation Outputs
yaw rate
lateral accel
steering angle

Meritor Wabco CAN channel

yaw rate
lateral accel
steering angle
wheel speeds

(500 Kb/S high speed bus)

Vector CANboardXL dual-channel PCI card

Silicon Labs C8051F040
Development Board

ESC yaw rate
module

Meritor Wabco ECU

wheel speeds
RSC lateral accel

CAN
module

ESC

RSC lateral accel

DAC

RSC
solenoid
valves

wheel speed inputs

Programmable
Counter Array

lamps

4S/4M ABS
Coupling
Tranformers

Digital I/O

engine controls

Analog I/O

J1939 messages
engine control
parameters

Primary CAN channel

SAE J1939 (250 Kb/S)

SAE J1587

RS-232 to Host

diagnostic datalink cable

Figure M.4 Embedded Hardware Interface.
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Figure M.5 SiLabs Board.
Also provided by Meritor was the specification for the accelerometer used in the RSC
ECU. A method of converting the lateral acceleration signal to voltage was devised
using an embedded board; and protection circuitry was created since either the embedded
board or the ECU could be powered down while the other was on. The solution was
tested by spanning the accel input, recording the voltage, and mapping back to
acceleration using the specification sheet (see Figure M.6).

Figure M.6 Voltage to acceleration test compared to accelerometer spec.
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CANbus Network
J1939 CAN Channel
The Meritor-WABco RSC+YSC/RSC hardware requires specific CAN messages to be
present on the J1939 bus for correct operation. In a normal vehicle with an intact CAN
bus, these signals are supplied by various electronic control units. Vector CANoe.J1939
is used to simulate these ECUs and their required messages for the NADS system. These
are defined as “receive” messages – the ABS/ASR control unit receives information from
other ECUs present on the bus. A number of J1939 messages originating in the engine
ECU were identified as required for operation. These messages include signal
information regarding engine speed, engine and reference torque, torque modes,
transmission gear, and driveline status.
The ABS/ASR ECU is responsible for transmitting messages to other ECUs as well and
these messages are monitored to determine the current state of the electronic and roll
stability controls. The ABS indicates whether these controls are active and specifies the
amount of control occurring on both the engine and driveline. These messages also
contain other vehicle information and are used to validate simulated data provided to the
Meritor-WABCO system. ABS transmit messages include torque control values, relative
axle speeds, switch states, and trouble codes. These transmit messages communicate
with the engine, transmission, dashboard, and driveline and engine retarders; these ECUs
are simulated using CANoe. All J1939 CAN messages and signals are ultimately defined
by Meritor-WABCO, but most conform to the J1939-73 standard protocol defined by
SAE International.
High Speed CAN Channel
While the J1939 CAN channel conforms to standards and manufacturer documentation,
the high-speed CAN channel was devised as an ad-hoc solution and operates in more of a
proprietary manner though manufacturer specification still plays a role. Wheel speed
information is published using NADS-defined CAN messages and are interpreted by the
embedded boards which communicate directly with the ESC module. Wheel speeds
update on change and are clipped until they pass a threshold velocity. This clipping is to
prevent recurrent faults generated in the Meritor-WABCO module at low speeds. While
the exact source of these faults has not been identified, evidence indicates that at low
speeds, simulated wheel speed information does not seem to match the current state of
other internal components of the hardware. The module reports a short circuit on a
particular wheel sensor, presumably when it sees a quantifiable wheel speed that it does
not agree with and shuts down. The clipping threshold was experimentally determined
after extensive testing with no reoccurrence of the fault and is drastically below the
operating speed of the NADS experiment.
The high-speed CAN channel is also utilized to communicate with the modified yaw-rate
module provided by Meritor-WABCO. The manufacturer provided definitions of two
custom CAN messages that are most often used internally. These messages include
information regarding the current steering angle, yaw rate and lateral acceleration.
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Vector CANoe
Vector CANoe is a software package that has the ability to monitor multiple CAN bus
channels, publish custom defined messages, and provide a dynamic programmable
environment using a proprietary language. Using CANoe, virtual CAN nodes can be
created and logical functionality added using the CAN Access Programming Language.
These CAPL nodes are responsible for all message transmission and reception, signal
calculation, and conditional behavior defined to react to specific message content.
Separate databases contain message and signal definition for both the high-speed and
J1939 channels. Complete ASCII-format log files containing all CAN traffic are saved
for each simulator drive and can be played back and displayed using the database
definitions.
A Dynamic Link Library file was developed to provide external access to these CAPL
nodes, allowing data transmission and reception from outside of CANoe and onto the
CAN buses. This file defines functions which are called inside of the CAPL nodes and
pass the current values for each signal to be packaged and published. The CAPL .dll also
contains definitions of functions that are responsible for passing data transmitted by the
Meritor-WABCO hardware out of CANoe. The software that publishes and subscribes to
the NADS SCRAMNet network also interfaces with the CAPL .dll to complete the
communication path between the CANbus and the simulator network.
Software Integration
In order for the RSC and RSC+YSC systems to function properly, several messages had
to be provided through the J1939 CANbus as well as through the proprietary high-speed
bus. The J1939 messages concerned parameters such as the engine speed and torque,
engine retarder speed and torque, driveline engaged status, etc. A summary of these
messages is listed in Table M.2 below.
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Table M.2 engine and transmission CAN messages
Parameter

Message Name
EEC1

Engine / Retarder Torque Mode
Actual engine – percent torque
Engine speed

ERC1_ER

Retarder torque mode
Actual retarder – percent torque

EBC1

Traction override switch
ASR off-road switch
ABS off-road switch

ETC1

Driveline engaged

ETC2

Current gear

VSC1

Wheel based vehicle speed
Clutch switch
Brake switch

Engine
Configuration

Reference engine torque

The vehicle dynamics code, NADSdyna, was modified to publish all the necessary
parameters of the engine, retarder, and driveline. The SCRAMNet initialization file,
sometimes called an eif file due to its extension, specified the reference engine torque.
Finally, the software application running on the ESC host PC that interfaces with the
CAPL dll (dynamic link library) and the SCRAMNet cells made the necessary
conversions from engineering units to the format required for each CAN parameter
before sending it to the dll.
System Calibration
Preliminary hardware calibrations were required for the Meritor-WABCO ESC unit. The
steering angle sensor was calibrated to manufacturer standards and consisted of a one
time sequence of CAN messages. The main unit required a more in-depth procedure that
was controlled by a Meritor-WABCO software utility. This test attempts to make a
vehicle mass calculation during a short straight-ahead drive and then continues to
calculate a steering ratio while the vehicle travels in a circular path.
The completion of the calibration process was a source of great difficulty. The vehicle
software consistently became unresponsive upon the start of the steering ratio test.
Eventually, it was determined that the problem was tied to the software utility itself being
open. It is not clear if the cause of the problem was bandwidth related or some other
error was occurring in the communication between the Meritor-WABCO software utility
and the ECU. The problem was eventually solved by beginning the configuration process
inside of the software utility and then disconnecting the link between the utility and the
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ECU. When the ECU was then power-cycled, the configuration test was still ready to
begin. Running through this test without the software utility open allowed its
completion.
Meritor WABCO determined during their visit that the RSC+YSC system was not
‘learning’ the mass of the truck. The ESC firmware then assumed a fully loaded vehicle,
which was a good assumption since our model is of a fully loaded trailer. This problem
was a concern for the RSC integration as it had the potential to prevent the calibration
from successfully completing. Indeed, the problems with calibrating the RSC system
were partially attributed to the mass learning issue. After the Meritor WABCO visit,
CAN parameter formats continued to be refined and corrected; and the RSC calibration
was eventually completed successfully. Thus, we assume that the mass learning
algorithm now functions correctly, even though we have no way of looking at the learned
value for the mass.
System Validation
A visit from Meritor WABCO was held on November 14 and 15 to test the RSC+YSC
implementation in the NADS-1. This visit generated several fixes for small modeling
errors, answered several open issues, and provided some face validation of the truck
simulation with RSC+YSC. The largest complaint by the Meritor WABCO folks was the
rollover behavior. The truck behaved like it had a higher CG than it actually did. In other
words, it rolled too soon; and the rollover was very sudden. Finally, the rolls seemed to
occur differently to the left and to the right. This behavior has been extensively discussed
with VRTC and NHTSA, and the eventual conclusion was that as long as we come close
in matching the point of rollover, the following dynamics of how the roll occurred did not
matter to the experiment. So, the only corrective action taken was to lower the CG to the
point that rollovers occurred at a more reasonable level of lateral acceleration. For some
reason the ESC hardware was not able to make adaptive mass calculations as it was
supposed to while they were here. In that case, the ECE assumed a loaded trailer, which
is what we were using. The RSC system was not tested by the Meritor WABCO
engineers due to lack of time.
A request was given to VRTC for some validation data and they provided three runs of a
J-turn with vehicle instrumentation and ESC system data recorded. This data was used to
simulate the J-turns as closely as possible and compare the results with the measured
response. A report of the results was sent to VRTC and the TOM, and VRTC spent some
time looking at dynamics to explain some of the differences in steering response. Overall,
the comparison was very favorable; but the exercise illuminated the fact that the ESC
hardware has undergone major changes from revision to revision.
Some results showing the accelerations and rotational velocities at the tractor and trailer
are shown in Figure M.7, while brake pressures at the pedal and valves are shown in
Figure M.8. While the acceleration and rotational velocity plots show some good
agreement, the field data exhibits more oscillatory behavior than the simulation. The
differences in brake valve pressures can be attributed to several causes. The pressure
dynamics are certainly different because of the hard cap at the pressure sensor and
relegating the calculation of brake chamber dynamics to software. The field setup was
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using older revision ESC systems, which means potentially unknown differences between
the two.

Figure M.7 Tractor and trailer accelerations and rotational velocities

Figure M.8 Brake valve pressures and brake pedal pressure
Another last-minute request to VRTC was graciously accepted; and more CAN data was
provided that showed the engine and retarder messages changing in a slowly increasing
steer maneuver. This data was used to verify our implementation of the CAN messages
for the engine and retarder, which were not directly part of the ESC system, and so
weren’t specified in detail by Meritor WABCO. VRTC was also able to tell us how they
use the CAN messages to distinguish between yaw control and roll control algorithms
being activated. A second validation effort was performed by NHTSA and NADS before
the add-on study was run. The results of this validation were written up by NHTSA and
are included in Appendix U.
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Vehicle Dynamics
There were several modifications to the truck model, as well as the dynamics code, for
this study. The timing of the changes spanned the entire length of the development cycle,
due to new problems that would be observed, discussed, diagnosed, and corrected. It was
decided that a new low-friction tire model would not be created; rather, the friction
coefficient of the road would simply be reduced for the snow scenarios.
VRTC sent the first updated truck model on 5/11/07. They made adjustments to the
model to increase the loaded mass to about 73,000 lbs. The pin was moved back to get
the proper normal loadings on each axle, and the compliances at the front axle were
corrected. NADS staff then raised the center of gravity of the trailer to 90 in off the
ground to create the ideal conditions for rollovers. Subsequent testing revealed an
unrealistic propensity for rollover. The trailer CG was lowered to 78 in to achieve more
realistic rollover behavior. The 78 in trailer CG was used in all main study drives.
Other modifications to the truck model were made by NADS staff leading up to the
study. The 18 speed transmission model was replaced with a 9 speed model, making the
truck much easier to drive. The parking and trailer brake buttons were made functional,
though their use is not called for in the study protocol. The engine retarder capability
was programmed into the engine model and linked to the engine brake switch on the
truck dashboard.
The engine retarder model was validated against VRTC test data during an on-site visit
by Kamel Salaani and Paul Grygier. The function of the truck dash retarder switch was
enabled so that the driver could put the engine retarder in ‘lo’ or ‘hi’ modes.
A persistent problem of the truck pulling to the left was identified early on in the
development process. Several solutions were tried, and VRTC staff worked on the
problem during their on-site visit. Ultimately, the behavior was reduced by a
combination of modifying compliances and changing the dynamics stepsize; but the
behavior was not eliminated and still persists to this day. The problem was reduced,
however, to the point that it did not adversely influence the outcome of the scenario
events.
During integration of the ESC system, it was discovered that the steering ratio of the
truck, as specified in the steering system input file, was incorrect; and the correct
parameter was then supplied by VRTC. The value of the understeer gradient was also
questioned by Meritor WABCO based on dynamics data that was shared with them.
VRTC did some testing and made minor changes to the front axle compliances to adjust
the understeer gradient as needed.
Finally, the software version of ABS in NADSdyna was activated for the baseline
condition to create a fair comparison with the stability control systems.

NADS Truck Cab
A graphic of an ESC warning icon was supplied by Meritor WABCO, printed on a
transparency, and inserted into the dashboard icon array. The bulbs for the ESC and ABS
icons were connected directly to the ESC hardware.
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A design for the installation of two LCD displays replacing the passenger side planar and
convex mirrors has been created. Software modifications to the NIX subsystem in
support of the mirrors have been made as well. Solutions for warping the image in the
lower convex mirror were explored but a final solution has not yet been settled upon.
Example views in the LCD passenger mirror displays are shown in Figure M.9 and the
monitor display settings are listed in Table M.3.

Figure M.9 LCD passenger mirror displays
Table M.3 LCD display settings
Parameter

Top Monitor

Bottom Monitor

Brightness

29

64

Contrast

33

67

Sharpness

15

n/a

Red

67

160

Green

54

200

Blue

90

200

Late in the development cycle, the active feedback on the gear shifter was disconnected
due to concerns regarding the reliability and calibration of the device. Without active
feedback, the gear grinding effect was no longer functional; but the amount of resistance
to gear shifting still felt very appropriate.
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Collision Detection
Several changes were made to the collection detection code in the NIX subsystem, and
some relevant elements have been modified to accommodate the changes. The following
table lists the new collision variables:
Table M.4 Collision cell variables
Cell Name

Format

SCC_Collision_List_Size

1 integer

SCC_Collision_Det_Object

10 shorts

SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_Type

10 shorts

SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_SolId

10 shorts

SCC_Collision_Count

1 integer

SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size

1 integer

SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Object

10 shorts

SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_Type

10 shorts

SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_SolId

10 shorts

SCC_Trailer_Collision_Count

1 integer

There are two major changes to the functionality. First, the collision with the truck and
the collision with the trailer were separated into separate functions. The top five elements
are for collision with the truck, and the bottom five are for that with the trailer. Second,
the collision info is now for a list of objects, not a single object. The new cells
SCC_Collision_List_Size and SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size were added to tell how many
objects are in the two collision lists, respectively. Each list can contain 10 objects in
maximum. So, if SCC_Collision_List_Size has a value of 10, it means there are 10 or
more objects colliding with the truck simultaneously at that moment. In the case when
there are more than 10 objects colliding with the truck during the same frame, only 10
will be listed. Priorities are given to objects that are on the list in the previous frame.
The same functionality applies to SCC_Trailer_Col_List_Size. If an object collides with
both the truck and the trailer, its ID number, as reported by CVED, will appear in both
SCC_Collision_Det_Object and SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Object.
SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_SolId and SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_SolId tell the SOL ID
number of the collision object, and SCC_Collision_Det_Ob_Type and
SCC_Trailer_Col_Det_Ob_Type tell the type of the object, which are specified in Table
M.5.
SCC_Collision_Count and SCC_Trailer_Collision_Count are the accumulated count of
collisions with the truck and the trailer, respectively. Debounce code was added to
eliminate false multiple counts on the same collision.
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Table M.5 Collision object types
Object Type Description

Type No.

Trajectory follower (ddo)

1

Ado

2

Obstacle (static object)

9

Audio Engine
The performance of the new audio engine was reviewed and some issues were identified
and fixed. The imaging of the engine was wrong, as the perceived source of the cue was
from the upper left quadrant of the cab instead of lower center. The imaging of the road
sounds was off as well, and was subsequently improved so that the perceived source
location was more accurate. The engine cue was missing fidelity in the low frequencies,
so it was boosted and filled in by band-limited white noise. Finally, the sound of passing
cars was improved so that cars farther away sound softer than cars in the next lane. The
new audio engine capabilities improve the realism and fidelity of the truck simulation
environment significantly.
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APPENDIX N: EVALUATION OF HEAVY TRACTOR-TRAILER
MODEL USED IN THE NATIONAL ADVANCED DRIVING
SIMULATOR (SAE PAPER NO. 2003-01-1324)
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APPENDIX O: NHTSA HEAVY TRUCK STABILITY CONTROL
EFFECTIVENESS USING NADS TRUCK STABILITY
CONTROL SYSTEMS (ESC/RSC) VALIDATION
July 16, 2008

Summary:
This report provides a summary of the ESC/RSC hardware-in-the-loop validation and the requirements needed to
complete the NADS heavy truck study conducted at the University of Iowa. Comparisons with experimental data
taken at VRTC showed that the corrections made to the NADS truck model in June 2008 have resulted in ESC/RSC
systems that are comparable to actual systems tested at VRTC. Also, an additional step for data collection, a
DORT experiment to check the hardware/software working status everyday and each time there is a change of
system from ESC to RSC or vise versa is now required. If the DORT experiment does not provide results
comparable to the ‘master’ data, then corrective actions must be taken before data collection resumes for the
remaining participants.

The NADS truck model was compared with VRTC test track data of a Ramp Steer Maneuver (RSM) with maximum
angle at 190 deg with an angular rate of 177 deg/sec. The steering angle was held constant for 5 seconds after
reaching 190 deg. The RSM was performed in the NADS to both the right and left directions to check for any
simulation abnormalities. The RSM was run for the baseline (ABS only), RSC, and ESC test conditions. Exact
matching of values from test track data was not possible, since the NADS model has braking properties of a
Freightliner tractor and inertial properties of a Volvo tractor. Also, the NADS truck is modeled with a rigid body
trailer model. All test track data were taken from VRTC tests of a Freightliner with Meritor WABCO stability
control systems using a steering controller. Conversely, the NADS RSM runs had manual input of steering wheel
angle. There were also slight differences in the surface coefficient of friction between test track and model.
Because of these differences, data trends were compared and relative system performance was considered rather
than matching exact parameter values. Table O-1 lists the parameters that were collected for NADS runs and
compared with test track data.

Table O.1 Data Parameters in NADS and Example Test Track Values (C.G. Height parameter is 178 in for
both VRTC and NADS trucks)
Variable

Typical Data
Values

Comments

Vehicle Speed before ESC/RSC brake
control activation (mph)

30 ± 0.5

Speed at which steering angle increases to
induce rollover motion.

Maximum Handwheel Angle (deg)

190

Maximum handwheel angle for a turning
radius of about 150 ft.

Handwheel Rate (deg/s)

177

Constant steering input rate from zero to
maximum.

O-1

Throttle position (% - 100 max)

0 ± 0.5

The maneuvers are performed with dropped
throttle, the truck is allowed to coast down
immediately after the steering angle starts to
increase.

Brake Pedal Force Max (lbs) – drivers
not actively brake

0

Drivers do not brake to allow the ESC and
RSC systems to work without driver’s
intervention.

Stability Control (ESC or RSC) ON or
OFF

ESC on

ESC/RSC activates depending on the level of
lateral acceleration and roll angle. If lateral
acceleration and roll angle are not severe
enough to induce rollover, ESC/RSC systems
might not activate. At low values of lateral
acceleration ESC/RSC systems won’t activate.

ESC/RSC Activation Time (s) from start
of steering

1.2 ± 0.2

ESC/RSC system activations from the start of
steering input with the above specifications
(rate and magnitude). If the activation were to
take longer, then the ESC/RSC systems would
not be effective to prevent potential rollovers.

Trailer Roll Angle Max (deg) - higher
than 6 the truck will roll over, NADS and
VRTC experiments are consistent

-5.5

NADS and VRTC trucks exhibit similar
rollover threshold. If the roll angle is larger
than 6.0 deg, the truck on the test track rolls
over and the ESC/RSC systems can not
prevent it. That is, for a typical steering
profile, ESC/RSC systems are effective over a
range of speed where roll angle is reduced
below rollover threshold, above this range of
speed, rollover can not be prevented.

Longitudinal Acceleration Max (g)

-0.45 ± 0.03

This is a typical deceleration level during
brake line activations initiated by the
ESC/RSC systems. If the brake line pressures
were not activated for a sufficient time, the
deceleration would be lower and the
ESC/RSC systems would not be effective in
preventing a rollover.

Tractor Lateral Acceleration Max (g)

0.40 ± 0.03

This is a typical lateral acceleration that can
be achieved without rollover. ESC/RSC
systems typically activates between the range
of lateral acceleration of 0.3 to 0.33 g.

Trailer Lateral Acceleration Max (g)

0.35 ± 0.03

Trailer lateral acceleration usually lags the
tractor values due to articulation and inertial
effects. The lag is typically in the range of 0.5
sec. The trailer lateral acceleration is typically
smaller than the trailer, but at steady motion
without a rollover event this value is close to
that of the tractor.
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Engine Retarder Control

Immediately on
when
ESC/RSC
activates.
Cause a mild
deceleration of
about -0.05 g.

The retarder has the capability to decelerate
the vehicle if its speed is close to the threshold
without activating the brakes.

Tractor Yaw Rate (deg/s)

20 ± 2

Typical yaw rate for this type of maneuver.
This value is used by the ESC system and not
the RSC.

Trailer Yaw Rate (deg/s)

15 ± 2

Trailer yaw rate is always lower than the
tractor due to articulation rate. In steady
motion trailer yaw rate = tractor yaw rate –
articulation (5th wheel) rate.

Steer Axle Control Brake Pressure (psi)

Max - 100

Maximum pressure during ESC/RSC control
is always at the outer wheels to increase the
vehicle’s understeer. The inner wheels see a
lower pressure of about 50 to 60 psi
depending on the severity of the maneuver.
The difference between the inner and outer
wheels generates uneven braking forces that
result in moment about the vehicle CG. This
moment increases the turning radius of the
vehicle.

Drive Axle Control Brake Pressures (psi)

Max - 100

The leading drive axle and trailing drive axle
brake line pressure are similar. The outer
wheels see a maximum pressure of 100 psi,
the inner wheels maximum pressure is about
50 psi.

Trailer Axle Control Brake Pressures
(psi)

Max – 100

All the trailer brake line pressures are similar,
and they do not reach maximum value (100
psi) during ESC/RSC activations. To prevent
wheel lockup, the pressures do not exceed a
typical value of 50 psi. The trailer braking
during ESC/RSC activation is secondary
compared to tractor braking. Most of the
deceleration is achieved through tractor
braking.

During
Esc/RSC
activation 50
psi is typical.

The RSM runs were performed at incrementally increasing speeds until the point at which the truck begins to roll.
These speeds were compared to VRTC test track data. The test track data indicate that ESC should allow the tractor
to complete the RSM at a higher speed than the RSC without rollover. The same trends are apparent in the NADS
RSM runs. For all cases, the NADS RSM run speeds were lower than the VRTC test data; however, this was
expected since the rigid trailer model used in NADS would make it more likely to roll than an actual trailer. Table
O-2 shows the tip-up speeds for the truck for both ESC and RSC for NADS and VRTC test data.
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Table O.2 Ramp Steer Maneuver Runs Truck Tip-Up Speeds
Rollover
Speed
(mph)

Ramp Left

Ramp Right

NADS

VRTC

NADS

VRTC

ESC

33.05

38

33.91

NA

RSC

31.94

35

31.33

NA

Baseline

27.03

30

26.54

NA

Additional Daily Operational Readiness Test (DORT) For NADS Truck ESC Study
The Daily Operational Readiness Test (DORT) is a check of the NADS system before testing in the simulator can
begin. For this project, an additional DORT will be performed before each day of testing in the main study
specifically checking the operation of the RSC and ESC systems. This test will also be performed any time there is
a change of hardware from ESC to RSC (or vice versa) during a single day of testing. The test will be an RSM input
that will be performed on the NADS to check the operation of the RSC and ESC systems. The results of the RSM
test must match the expected output before a main study drive can begin. If this does not match, the problem will
need to be diagnosed and fixed before testing can resume. This will ensure that the operational performance of the
RSC and ESC systems are checked in a similar manner to other NADS systems prior to the start of each run. NADS
will collect data from this test daily and provide the results in the daily report to NHTSA. The DORT test procedure
is outlined in Appendix O-A.
Comparison of Lane Change Data for ESC
As an additional validation, NADS runs of the ESC system were performed in a single lane change maneuver and
compared to VRTC test data. Two VRTC test track lane-change maneuvers at 45 and 50 mph were available. For
both cases, the ESC was activated at about 0.3 g for 45 mph and approximately 0.33 g for 50 mph. However, at 50
mph the ESC could not keep the heavy truck from not rolling over (hitting outriggers) at VRTC. A similar steering
input to the VRTC test was used in the NADS to produce a lane change maneuver. In the NADS, the responses of
the ESC system closely matched the responses measured on the real test vehicle. The timing and magnitudes of
brake line pressures, deceleration and duration of activation were all acceptably close to the test track values. The
data plots for the VRTC test track data and the NADS data are presented in Appendix O-B.
Validity of Baseline Data Collected Previously
It had been proposed to collect additional baseline data (to improve the statistical power of the analysis) since there
were only 5 rollovers in the condition without a stability control system. During the NHTSA visit to NADS on June
30 - July 2, 2008, the baseline data were reviewed by VRTC staff. The threshold NADS used to indicate a rollover
was based on wheel liftoff and this was determined to be inaccurate for determining if a rollover had actually
occurred. Sometimes a wheel would lift off and return to the ground unrepresentatively in the simulation
Therefore, some rollovers were not counted in the previous analysis. Because of the limits of the simulation’s
dynamics, it was determined that roll angle was a better measure to determine if a rollover occurred. It was
determined that a roll angle of 5.5 degrees or greater (in the NADS environment) would constitute a roll of the truck.
This matched well with VRTC test track data that indicate that ESC and RSC could not help prevent a rollover once
a roll angle of 5.5-6 degrees is reached. The data were reviewed against this new criterion and there were in fact a
total of 8 rollovers (instead of the previous 5) for the baseline condition.
The problem NADS had in the previous data collection with brake pressures only occurred during the ESC and RSC
system activation and not the baseline runs. A pressure tank was added to the NADS truck cab to allow for the
increased demands of the ESC and RSC hardware brake pressure requests that could not be handled by the original
NADS truck model. This change does not affect the baseline data.
The engine retarder problem that NADS reported in the previous data collection was corrected through some
retarder model changes. This problem also only occurred from ESC and RSC system activation requests in the
previous data collection, so baseline data were not affected by this change.
Brake line response time was reduced, the previous value made the ESC/RSC system not respond fast enough, and
ineffective for most of the time.
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The changes from the prior experiments (original main data collection) did not change the results of the baseline
runs. All the rollovers captured previously were verified by running the simulations again (offline under the new
conditions), and the resulting dynamics for these are ‘identical’. Appendix O-C includes figures of a typical
comparison between data from the main study and newly simulated one using the same driver inputs (driver input
playback). The only difference between these runs and those in the previous main study is that the offline
simulation was done on a flat surface (as opposed to the varying road surface in the scenarios). The differences that
were noticed are the different rotations in the roll and pitch plane that are attributed to road grade in the simulator
road model. The effect of reducing response time of brake line pressures is shown to have no significant effects on
vehicle motion, and would not change the results of the baseline runs.
Conclusion
The RSM and lane change tests run on the NADS all produce results for RSC and ESC that are expected for the
tractor trailer modeled in NADS when compared to similar VRTC test track data. The original baseline rollovers
were verified to still be valid by running the simulations under the new conditions with no significant change
resulting in the dynamic roll response of the truck model. The additional DORT test specified will test the
ESC/RSC system operation to ensure that the system is operating correctly for each day of testing or when a system
hardware change is made between runs.
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Appendix O-A
NADS Ramp Steer Maneuver DORT Procedure
DORT Work Instruction

Description
A left ramp steer maneuver will be run as a Daily Operational Readiness Test (DORT) of the RSC and ESC
hardware used in the Heavy Truck ESC study. The left ramp steer maneuver consists of driving with zero steering
input until a target speed is reached, releasing the throttle, then turning the steering wheel from 0 to ‐190 degrees in
a one second period, and holding the steering wheel at ‐190 degrees for five seconds. This DORT is to be run with
no motion.

When to Run
1. In the morning of a data collection day, after checks and other DORT test have been
conducted.
2. In the course of a data collection day, after switching from ESC to RSC or vice versa.
Procedure
1. Remove MTS from the subsystem list for driving without motion
2. Run the DORT under TSub using the DryExit scenario.
3. Without touching the steering wheel, accelerate until reaching 30 mph.
4. Place left hand at zero degrees and right hand at 190 degrees, as shown in figure below.
5. Hold 30 mph steady for about 3 seconds, then release the throttle and immediately do step 6.
6. In a one second period, turn the steering wheel to the left until your right hand is at zero
degrees.
7. Hold the steering wheel in this position for five seconds.
8. Stop scenario.
9. If either the brakes don’t come on or the truck rolls over, see Troubleshooting below and run
the DORT again. If successful, go to step 10.
10. Copy DAQ file to either the ESC or RSC folder under the DORT folder on the RIMmonitor
computer.
11. Run the DORT script to generate the figure, which will be saved with a .jpg extension.
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12. Analyze the DORT figure using the guidelines in the Analysis section below. If the analysis
fails, make appropriate corrections to you procedure and run the DORT again. After a successful
DORT, proceed with data collection.
13. Chris will pick up the latest figure and email to the distribution list daily.

Figure O.1 DORT RSM maneuver
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Notes
1. To locate 190 degrees, locate the 180 degree point (bottom center of wheel), and move left
approximately two inches.
2. The truck will naturally drift to the left, eventually leaving the roadway. This is normal and to
be expected. The truck does not have to be on the road when the steering is done.
Analysis
The analysis script will generate a figure and save it with a .jpg extension. The figure has 12
subplots. The top row shows the driver’s inputs, namely the throttle, steering wheel angle, and
vehicle speed. The remaining nine subplots show the behavior of the system during the DORT.
These include the brake pressures on the steer axle, drive axle, and trailer axle, system activation,
lateral acceleration, longitudinal acceleration, and roll angle. The green line shows a reference
drive that is OKAY. The blue line shows the data from the day’s DORT.
The analysis is simple. If the value of any signal has a peak outside the region enclosed by the
red lines, then a problem is indicated. Look at the example figure shown above. This DORT does
not pass the analysis test because several variables exceed their allowed range.
The steering was too large (and too slow, comparing to the reference)
The lateral acceleration is too large
The longitudinal acceleration is too large
The roll angle is too large and indicates a rollover
Everything else in this figure is OKAY. The system performance variables may all be corrected
by re‐driving the DORT with the correct steering angle input.
Troubleshooting
Use the following suggestions to troubleshoot perceived problems. If a problem cannot be
resolved, contact Chris for assistance.
Brakes do not come on (you do not hear the valves open with a ‘whoosh’ of air)
This occasionally happens with the RSC system. If it does, try running the DORT at higher
speeds (34 or 35 mph). Then run it at 30 mph again. If the brakes still won’t come on after
switching speeds a few times, then try restarting VDS and repeat.
The truck rolls over
The truck should not roll over during the DORT. It means the DORT was not correctly run for
some reason. Make sure you’re running at the correct speed, that you’re taking you foot off the
throttle, and that you’re turning the wheel fast enough. Running the DORT analysis script and
looking at the plot may reveal the problem
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Appendix O-B

Double Lane Change Maneuvers at 45 and 50 mph
VRTC Data
VRTC data were available for two double lane-change maneuvers at 45 and 50 mph. For both cases, the
ESC was activated at about 0.3 g for 45 mph and 0.33 g for 50 mph. However, at 50 mph the ESC could
not keep the heavy truck from rolling over. Rollover occurred just after the first lane change.
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Figure O.2 Tractor speed (red 50 mph, blue 45 mph)
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Figure O.3 Applied steering angle (red 50 mph, blue 45 mph)
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Figure O.4 Tractor drive axle pressures (red 50 mph, blue 45 mph)
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Figure O.5 Trailer pressures (red 50 mph, blue 45 mph)
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Figure O.6 Tractor lateral acceleration (red 50 mph, blue 45 mph)
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Figure O.7 Tractor longitudinal deceleration (red at 50 mph, blue at 45 mph)
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Figure O.8 Wheel height (red at 50 mph, blue at 45 mph)
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Figure O.9 Tractor positions (red at 50 mph, blue at 45 mph)
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Figure O.10Yaw Rate (Red 50 mph, Blue 45 mph)

Lane Change Maneuvers – NADS Data: single lane change maneuvers are sufficient to validate simulated rollover.
Experimental data shows that at about 50 mph rollover occurs just when the vehicle reaches a lane change of about
12 feet. NADS results show similar trends, and the truck kinematics and pressure activations are similar to
experimental measurements,
60
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Figure O.13 Tractor longitudinal and lateral acceleration
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Figure O.16 Tractor Steer axle brake pressures
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Figure O.17 Tractor drive axle brake pressures
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Figure O.18 Trailer brake pressures
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Appendix O-C
Baseline Comparisons
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Figure O.22 Tractor orientations (Euler angles with respect to flat ground)
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Figure O.23 Brake Line Pressures
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Figure O.24 Brake Line Pressures and the effect of reduced time constants
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Appendix O-D

The question arises as to whether there is wheel lockup occurring in the RSC configuration that
contributes to a loss of control (jackknife). The following four figures show what is going on
with the driver and at the wheels during the LOC drives with RSC. The driver begins countersteering and adding throttle in response to the jackknife after about 150 seconds (Figure O.25).
It can be seen from Figure O.26 that both antilock-brakes (ABS) and anti-slip regulation (ASR)
become active during the jackknife, in addition to the RSC system, which comes on a few
seconds earlier. The resulting brake pressures can be observed in Figure O.27.
The wheel slips are shown in Figure O.28 and it can be seen that the right trailer wheels appear
to lock up. This lock-up behavior also shows up in the Non-LOC drives, also lasting for about
50 m. The major difference between the LOC and Non-LOC drives is the speed going into the
event (see Figure O.22).

dist (m)
Figure O.25RSC snow exit steering & throttle with LOC
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Figure O.27 RSC snow exit ABS and ASR activity with LOC

Figure O.28 RSC snow exit brake pressure with LOC
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Figure O.29 RSC Snow exit wheel slip with LOC
The non-LOC drives from all three conditions in the Left Incursion had more deceleration at the
POI than did the LOC drives; however, the difference is only significant in the Baseline
conditions (see Figure O.30). The difference between the lateral acceleration levels of the LOC
and non-LOC RSC drives is smaller than the other two conditions because of the higher
deceleration levels.
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Figure O.30 Average left incursion longitudinal acceleration at POI
The following four figures show what is going on with the driver and at the wheels during five of
the LOC drives with RSC in the left incursion scenario. Generally, the driver begins to depress
the foot throttle around the time that he begins to steer back onto the roadway (Figure O.31).

dist (m)
Figure O.31 RSC left incursion steering & throttle with LOC
It can be seen from Figure O.32 that both antilock-brakes (ABS) and anti-slip regulation (ASR)
become active during the jackknife, in addition to the RSC system, which comes on a few
seconds earlier. The resulting brake pressures can be observed in Figure O.33.
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The wheel slips are shown in Figure O.34, and it can be seen that either the left or the right trailer
wheels appear to lock up. This lock-up behavior also shows up with less severity in the NonLOC drives, lasting for about 50 m.

Figure O.32 RSC left incursion ABS and ASR activity with LOC
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Figure O.33 RSC left incursion brake pressure with LOC
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Figure O.34 RSC left incursion wheel slip with LOC
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